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Abstract
This thesis presents the work carried out on two types of nano-particle mate-
rials with the purpose of investigating their lithium ion storage properties. Several
different types of morphologies of tin disulfide were grown hydrothermally, includ-
ing several known and two novel morphologies. These have been extensively char-
acterised using both electron microscopy and computational simulation, which led
to a good understanding of the topology of the particles. In a further step, these
were tested electrochemically in lithium ion test cells to elucidate their lithium ion
storage properties. While it was possible to reversibly store a significant amount of
lithium, the cells unfortunately could not yet compete with other available lithium
ion cells.
In addition, a hybrid material composed of lithium niobate and lithiated
niobium sulfide was also investigated. For this, a lithium niobate precursor was
created using either a hydrothermal synthesis or commercially available material.
The synthesis route was shown to be able to produce lithium niobate, but unfortu-
nately still contained other niobium oxide contaminants. Both were sulfidised using
a novel approach and shown to exhibit layered shell growth as would be expected
for lithiated niobium sulfide. Initial test cells were constructed and tested, but solid
electrochemical results could not be gathered before the end of the project.
xx
Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1 Motivation and Aim
Over the last sixty-five years, the world has undergone some extremely significant
changes. The world population has risen by 180% from 2.52 billion in 1950 to 7.18
billion in 2014 [U.S. Census Bureau [2013]]. At the same time, energy consumption
in general and of each individual has increased dramatically as well (see Figure 1.1
and Figure 1.2) [Tverberg [2012]].
Figure 1.1: World energy consumption by source, based on Smil’s estimates [Smil
[2010]] together with BP statistical data for 1965 onwards [British Petroleum [2014]].
From [Tverberg [2012]].
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Figure 1.2: World energy consumption per capita by source showing the increase in
personal energy consumption. From [Tverberg [2012]].
This development has left the world with a bigger population demanding
higher energy consumption. This, however, is not solely a problem of power gen-
eration, but also a significant problem of power distribution. Innovation in power
grids and fuel distribution networks can compensate for this to a degree, but it is
also necessary to find better ways of storing and transporting power, particularly
electricity, off-grid.
The energy is broadly consumed in four major sectors: industry; transport;
residential; and services. Within today’s 28 EU member states, the relative total
energy consumption between 1990 and 2013 has been as follows (see Table 1.1):
1990 1995 2000 2005 2010 2013
Total EU-28 1080.0 1078.8 1130.6 1186.4 1158.2 1104.6
Industry 367.6 329.5 331.9 326.9 286.5 277.0
Transport 284.2 306.8 345.2 369.6 364.6 348.4
Residential 273.6 283.6 294.4 305.6 311.6 295.8
Agriculture 31.6 30.6 27.7 27.2 24.7 23.4
Services 109.0 115.4 117.7 144.3 159.6 153.4
Other 13.0 12.1 12.7 11.9 10.3 5.4
Table 1.1: Final energy consumption in the EU-28 by sector (in million tonnes of
oil equivalent, Mtoe) [EUROSTAT [2015]].
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Even if, as indicated in Table 1.1, the total final energy consumption in
the EU-28 has incidentally been broadly constant since 1990, this does not mean
that nothing has happened within the different sectors. Between 1990 and 2013
the most significant drop in total energy consumption happened in the industrial
sector (-90.6 Mtoe/-25 %), which was, however, overcompensated by total energy
consumption increases in the services (+44.4 Mtoe/+41 %) and transport sectors
(+64.2 Mtoe/+23 %). Reasons behind this development were in the industrial sector
the economic crisis which set in in the middle of the years 2000, energy savings
measures in the widest sense, and a shift from industrial production to services,
and in the transport sector the increasing mobility in Europe of people and goods
after the fall of the Soviet Union. During the same period, total energy savings in
the agricultural sector were in a comparable order of magnitude (-8.2 Mtoe/-26 %),
whilst total energy consumption in the residential sector increased slightly (+22.2
Mtoe/+8 %).
One of the drivers behind the consumption changes in residential sector as
seen in Table 1.1 has been the rise of the silicon age, where more and more people
are using electronic devices for all kinds of purposes, from entertainment to work to
instrumentation to safety features, leading to a significant increase in total electricity
consumption of these devices (see Table 1.2).
1990 2010 2030
OECD North America 80 200 400
OECD Pacific 8 80 160
OECD Europe 64 160 320
Rest of World 48 80 840
Total consumption 200 520 1720
Table 1.2: Estimated electricity consumption (in TWh) by ICT (information and
communication technologies) and CE (consumer electronics) equipment in the resi-
dential sector by region from 1990 to 2030. [International Energy Agency [2009]]
In 1965, Moore predicted that over the history of computing hardware, the
number of transistors in a dense integrated circuit will double approximately every
two years [Moore [1965]]. This prediction, which was later called ’Moore’s Law’, is
still valid today. Due to the developments in material science and miniaturisation as
described by Moore’s Law, it has become possible to further shrink these electronic
devices down and make them portable, while at the same time increasing the number
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of built-in features. As a consequence, the power consumption of these miniaturised
devices increased, making it necessary to provide them with improved means of
storing energy in a portable fashion. As miniaturisation doesn’t allow to simply
increase battery size, it becomes necessary to improve the storage characteristics of
these batteries by other means.
And a third and final point to consider is the current trend in the ever-
changing climate. The global greenhouse effect has been under constant debate for
some time and a clear conclusion is that the continued use and expansion of ‘dirty’
energy sources, which produce gases and waste which contribute to the change in
the climate, is not sustainable in the long run. The fossil fuels are the biggest fuel
source under debate in this regard. Their dominance in use for electrical energy
production is increasingly being challenged by novel technologies such as renewable
or fusion energy. Furthermore, their dominance in the transport sector as the energy
carrier for cars and engines is also being slowly challenged by the introduction of
electric cars. These have long suffered from severe drawbacks such as low range
or long charging times. Recently, however, the world has seen the development of
electric cars that can rival fossil fuel cars, most notably the Model S produced by
Tesla, which uses an array of lithium ion batteries as sole means of energy storage
[Tesla Motors Inc. [2014]]. The car is being powered by 7104 modified Panasonic
NCR18650 lithium ion batteries [Panasonic [2015]] with nickel-cobalt-aluminium
cathodes assembled in so-called battery packs [Mollenkopf [2011]]. An additional
big advantage contributing to the rise of these batteries in the automotive industry
has also been their weight, which is far lower than that of a comparable lead-acid
battery.
This project is aimed at investigating particular materials for the use in
lithium ion batteries. These batteries are used in practically all modern electrical
devices, ranging from mobile phones over laptops to cars and planes. Due to a high
energy density, no significant memory effect and only a slow loss of charge when
not in use, these batteries are currently one of the most popular types of low-weight
rechargeable batteries for portable electronic devices. They are therefore a central
pillar in the global energy storage challenge, and constant scientific research is un-
dertaken to improve their capabilities, in particular regarding increased high-power
capabilities without decreasing battery life-times. Nanomaterials seem to offer ad-
vantages regarding better strain accommodation in high-capacity electrodes, allow-
ing for the reversible extraction of more stored energy whilst not reducing cycle
life-time [Venugopal et al. [2010]]. This was an essential point for the decision to
investigate novel morphologies of SnS2 in this project, as these potentially promised
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an even higher resistance to strain via their complex shapes. The choice of lithium
niobates was also promoted by better strain resistance, but here it promised to come
from the combination of a flexible outer sulfide shell with a strong lithium-saturated
niobate inner core. The materials investigated in this project were intended to be
used in the electrodes contained within lithium ion cells. First, they were char-
acterised physically to investigate their topological properties and then tested in
prototype electrochemical cells. In case of promising energy storage capabilities, an
additional aim was to try to investigate the exact relationship between the topology
of nano-particles of the produced material and their electrochemical properties, in
particular with respect to the relationship between exposed surface areas and the
lithium ion storage properties.
1.2 Literature Review
1.2.1 Current Lithium Ion Battery Technology
A lithium ion battery (LIB) is a type of chemical energy storage. Chemical energy
storage can be achieved by exploiting a reversible chemical red-ox reaction. Dur-
ing a red-ox reaction, in which energy is released, electrons and ions are exchanged
between the reactants to produce more stable, energetically favourable compounds.
However, since these are reversible reactions, it is possible to run them in reverse
direction under the expenditure of energy. This can, for example, be achieved by
applying an external electric potential. By separating the reaction components spa-
tially and insulating them electrically from one another, it is possible to disconnect
the external electric potential without the energy-release reaction immediately tak-
ing place again. Only by connecting the two reaction components electrically can
the reaction take place, whilst electrons move through the external connection and
ions move through the internal electrolyte. Thus, it is possible to retrieve the stored
electric energy in form of an external electric current, which can be used for a multi-
tude of purposes. In the case of lithium ion batteries, this is achieved by having two
electrodes containing the reactants connected internally by an electrically-insulating
electrolyte, which only allows the movement of lithium ions, and an external circuit
as a carrier of the electron flow (see Figure 1.3).
A large number of modern electrical devices rely on lithium ion batteries.
This range includes both traditionally electrical devices such as mobile phones and
laptops, as well as devices that conventionally used to rely on other types of stored
energy, such as cars. Lithium ion batteries have several strong advantages over other
types of energy storage media, which explains the drastic rise in their use. They
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Figure 1.3: Flow-process diagram of a lithium ion battery charge/discharge cycle.
From [Brain [2006]]
can attain very high energy densities due to the small size of the charge carrier and
do not suffer from memory effects that affect conventional battery operation.
The particular specifications and electrochemical properties of lithium ion
batteries vary drastically over the range of available cell types. Factors such as
cell geometry, electrolyte type or electrode materials have got a strong influence.
Handheld devices often rely on LIBs with positive electrodes made from lithium
cobalt oxide or lithium iron phosphate. A sample selection of positive electrode
materials and their measured charge capacities are shown in Table 1.3. Likewise,
common negative electrodes include graphite and other carbon hybrids. A selection
of possible materials is listed in Table 1.4. Each material has got certain advantages.
For example, early lithium cobalt oxide based electrodes were initially delivering a
relatively good storage capacity and chemical stability, but were soon outperformed
by modern lithium iron phosphate systems, which provide better safety properties
(higher chemical stability, as well as lower toxicity) and higher storage capacities.
Under certain conditions, lithium ion batteries can pose severe safety haz-
ards. The most basic cells use elemental lithium as one of the battery electrodes,
which, when it comes into contact with water, can react violently under the pro-
duction of hydrogen gas and thus pose an explosive hazard. Furthermore, the most
common electrolytes are based on flammable organic compounds and contain very
toxic lithium salts. The danger is further exacerbated by the fact that most lithium
ion batteries are kept pressurized, thus allowing for an easier release of these chemi-
cals from the battery container. In the past (and also in the present, as in the case of
the battery fires in Boeing Dreamliners [Mouawad [2014]]), there have been several
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Type of Electrode Material Capacity Reference
Lithium Iron Phosphate 145 mAh/g,
130 mAh/g
[Chen and Whittingham [2006], Vu
and Stein [2014]]
Lithium Cobalt Oxide 130 - 140
mAh/g
[Chen et al. [2002], Wang et al.
[2015]]
Lithium Manganese Oxide 250 mAh/g,
220 mAh/g
[Johnson et al. [2005], Choi and Jo
[2014]]
Lithium Nickel Manganese
Cobalt Oxide
185 mAh/g,
406mAh/g
[Yoshizawa and Ohzuku [2007], Lee
et al. [2014]]
Lithium Nickel Cobalt Alu-
minium Oxide
210 mAh/g,
185 mAh/g
[Chen et al. [2004], Watanabe et al.
[2014]]
Lithium Vanadium Phosphate 150 mAh/g,
162.8
mAh/g
[Sa¨ıdi et al. [2003], Li et al. [2015]]
Metallic Lithium 3860
mAh/g
[Fauteux and Koksbang [1993]]
Table 1.3: Positive electrode materials and their charge storage capacity.
incidents with malfunctioning LIBs, ranging from product recalls to severe fires or
explosions. Therefore, testing procedures and standards to ensure safe lithium ion
batteries are more strict and severe than for other types of batteries [Basu [1981]].
Historical Development of Lithium Ion Batteries
Storage of electrical energy by means of a lithium chemistry based electrochemical
cell was first suggested by M.S. Whittingham in the mid-1970s [Whittingham [1976]].
Whittingham used a prototype cell based on metallic lithium and titanium sulfide
in a proof-of-principle experiment. The use of lithium metal had severe drawbacks
as it is highly reactive and very unstable if brought into contact with atmospheric
air [Kirchhoff and Bunsen [1861]] due to the water content of the atmosphere, as
outlined in the previous section. A primary research goal was therefore to develop
means to abandon the use of the pure metal and move to safer, more stable electrode
alternatives.
Besenhard was able to demonstrate lithium intercalation into both graphite
[Besenhard and Fritz [1974], Besenhard [1976]] and cathodic oxides [Scho¨llhorn et al.
[1976], Besenhard and Scho¨llhorn [1977]] in Germany in the 1970s, as shown in
Figure 1.4. This work was of particular importance, as it not only demonstrated
the intercalation into these materials, which was known before, but showed that
this could be done reversibly, thus paving the way for modern lithium ion cells.
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Type of Electrode
Material
Theoretical Max.
Capacity
Reference
Graphite 372 mAh/g, [Yazami
[1999]]
320 mAh/g [Towada
et al. [2015]]
Tin Oxide 782 mAh/g,
[Sunkara [2014]]
500 mAh/g, [Brousse
et al. [1998]]
Silicon 4,200 mAh/g, [Chan
et al. [2007]]
1368 mAh/g, [Jiang
et al. [2014]]
Lithium Titanate 125 mAh/g, [Tang
et al. [2009]]
308 mA h/g after
doping with Zr, [Li
et al. [2014]]
Table 1.4: Negative electrode materials and their charge storage capacity. In the
final row it can be seen that the theoretical value is exceeded when the material is
doped with other elements, zirconium in this case. Some electrode materials lend
themselves to this process, especially spinels like lithium titanate.
At this stage, however, lithium ion cells were still suffering from severe issues with
the electrolyte [Besenhard and Eichinger [1976], Eichinger and Besenhard [1976]]. In
1977, S. Basu [Zanini et al. [1978], Basu et al. [1979]] was able to use this information
to create a lithium-intercalated graphite electrode as an alternative to the dangerous
lithium metal electrodes [Basu [1981]].
Goodenough and Mizushima were investigating compounds of the type AxMyO2.
This investigation led to the discovery of LiCoO2 [Goodenough and Mizushima
[1981]], which quickly became an important compound in the development of lithium
ion batteries. LiCoO2 is safe and stable, and it is able to act as a lithium ion donor
in electrochemical cells, thus making it possible to construct cells that do not rely
on lithium metal as a lithium source. Goodenough and Mizushima were able to
demonstrate that it was possible to use this material in electrochemical cells relying
on lithium chemistry, which led to their ground-breaking patent in 1981. The use
of LiCoO2 allowed for a big range of new possibilities in the development of lithium
ion batteries.
Yazami was able to further develop the already known graphite electrodes in
1980 [Yazami and Touzain [1983]]. A solid electrolyte was used to overcome previous
issues with organic liquid electrolytes, most notably the undesired decomposition of
the electrolyte during cycling. The developed electrode has been widely used in
modern, commercially available, lithium ion cells.
Goodenough, Thackeray and co-workers introduced a positive lithium ion
battery electrode based on manganese spinels in the early 1980s [Thackeray et al.
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Figure 1.4: Image showing the intercalation process of lithium ions into a graphitic
structure. From [The Economist [2002]]
[1983]], which demonstrated many positive properties such as low cost and good
structural stability, but suffered from poor cycle life. Their continued work has
shown that this issue can be addressed by selective doping [Johnson et al. [2005]]
and batteries based on the manganese spinels are now available commercially. In
the case of spinel structures, it is possible to introduce foreign elements, which then
have an impact on the structure of the spinel. This can lead to an opening or closing
of internal spaces and channels, and if done correctly, as can be seen in Table 1.4,
lead to much improved characteristics for the material with regard to its application
in LIBs.
Nevertheless, it took until the mid-1980s for lithium ion batteries to become
industrially viable. Yoshino constructed a prototype cell based on lithium cobalt
oxide as the positive electrode and graphitic material as the negative electrode, which
avoided the dangerous use of elemental lithium [Yoshino et al. [1987]]. Furthermore,
lithium cobalt oxide can be produced on an industrial scale, and thus Yoshino’s
battery can be seen as the first modern lithium ion battery. However, it was not
until 1991 that the first lithium ion battery became commercially available to the
public, produced by a joint venture between Sony and Kasei [Yoshio et al. [2010]].
In order to increase storage capacity and cycle life, as well as to improve the
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usage safety of the cells, intensive research in the field has produced many more
different materials for use as positive or negative electrodes, or electrolytes, (for
further details see below) and many more are likely to be discovered in the future.
Modern Lithium Ion Batteries
The principal functional components of any lithium ion battery are the two elec-
trodes, anode (negative) and cathode (positive), and the electrolyte connecting the
two electrodes ionically. As seen in Table 1.3, the most basic cathode is lithium
metal, but for safety reasons modern lithium cells no longer contain the pure metal
and use lithium compounds instead. One of the most popular anode materials is
still carbon, however, it is also slowly being replaced by materials of higher charge
capacity, such as silicon (see Table 1.4).
The electrolyte in a lithium ion battery has to perform two primary tasks.
On one hand, it needs to allow lithium ion movement between the electrodes. On
the other hand, it needs to be electrically insulating in order to ensure that elec-
trons can only move from one electrode to the other if an external circuit, such as
an electronic device like a mobile phone, is applied. In practice, this is done by cre-
ating a carrier fluid composed of a mixture of organic carbonates such as ethylene
carbonate, diethyl carbonate or dimethyl carbonate, which have found widespread
use due to their electronic insulation properties and their non-reliance on water
to remain liquid. Decomposition of the organic carrier fluid is a common feature
during charging and results in the build-up of a layer on the negative electrode,
which can have an impact on overall cell performance. This layer is commonly
referred to as the solid electrolyte interphase (SEI) [Balbuena and Wang [2004]].
With the right choice of organic solvents, however, it is possible to create an SEI
with favourable properties such as good ionic conductivity and improved stability
[Fong et al. [1990]]. A lithium salt, such as lithium hexafluorophosphate (LiPF6),
lithium hexafluoroarsenate monohydrate (LiAsF6), lithium perchlorate (LiClO4) or
lithium tetrafluoroborate (LiBF4) is then dissolved in the carrier fluid, which can
subsequently be used in cell construction. A sample selection of these electrolytes
and their conductivities is presented in Table 1.5.
As pure lithium is highly reactive (it reacts vigorously with water to form
lithium hydroxide and hydrogen gas), the non-aqueous electrolytes, such as the ones
listed in Table 1.5, are typically employed, and a sealed container is used to exclude
moisture from the battery pack. However, several aqueous electrolytes, such as
LiNO3 in water, have also been developed for use in lithium ion batteries [Li et al.
[1994]].
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Type of Electrolyte Material Example Conductivities Reference
Lithium Hexafluorophosphate
(LiPF6)
11.63 mS/cm at 25◦C in
y-Butyrolactone (BL)
[Chagnes et al. [2002]]
Lithium Hexafluoroarsenate
Monohydrate (LiAsF6)
10.48 mS/cm at 25◦C in
y-Butyrolactone (BL)
[Chagnes et al. [2002]]
Lithium Tetrafluoroborate
(LiBF4)
7.33 mS/cm at 25◦C in
y-Butyrolactone (BL)
[Chagnes et al. [2002]]
Lithium
(Trifluoromethylsulfone)-
imide (LiTFSI)
9.21 mS/cm at 25◦C in
y-Butyrolactone (BL)
[Chagnes et al. [2002]]
Table 1.5: Several common electrolyte salts used in lithium ion cells and their re-
spective conductivities.
Lithium ion batteries can take on a wide range of different shapes (see Fig-
ure 1.5). However, it is possible to split them up into four main categories:
 Small or Large Cylindrical Cells (similar to the standard AA batteries);
 Coin or Button Cells (most common examples are industry standards such as
CR2016 or CR2032);
 Pouch Cells (such as mobile phone batteries);
 Prismatic (these can take a range of different shapes, most common examples
are laptop or electric vehicle batteries).
Battery Operation
Modern lithium ion batteries rely on the intercalation and de-intercalation of lithium
ions in the structural matrices of the host electrodes. During intercalation, lithium
ions move into the structure of a material and deposit themselves in structurally
favourable positions (as can be seen in Figure 1.6 for the example of graphite, where
a lithium ion takes up position in the centre of each hexagonal ring, provided none
of the neighbouring rings contains a lithium ion). This can be done via an alloying
process, as is the case, for example, with silicon [Chan et al. [2007]], which will
become relevant when discussing SnS2 later. De-intercalation is the reverse process
in which lithium ions are released from the host electrode. In the case of lithium
intercalation in graphite, the lithium ions enter the structure of the graphite along
the layers until they find a valid and favourable position to remain in. During de-
intercalation, the ions again begin to move along the space between the layers until
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Figure 1.5: Common types of lithium ion batteries and battery packs, as well as
safety concerns for each type. From [Hamilton [2013]]
they leave the structure. No chemical modification is made to the graphite. The
movement of the ions is accompanied by a corresponding electron flow, which needs
to occur in order for the intercalation/de-intercalation to take place. By choosing
two appropriate electrodes (an anode and a cathode) and an electrolyte, so that the
de-intercalated ions from one electrode can intercalate in the other, and by providing
an external electrical connection between the two electrodes, it is possible to design
a basic battery. If the electric current flows naturally, the cell is discharging and
can be used to power electronic devices. If the current does not flow naturally and
needs to be forced via an applied electric potential, the battery is being charged. A
schematic representation of this process is shown in Figure 1.3.
When the cell is fully or partially charged, connecting the two electrodes
with an external circuit causes the electrochemical reactions within the cell to run
autonomously, causing an electron current to flow through the external connection,
which can be used to power electronic devices. Using a cell based on graphite and
lithium cobalt oxide, the two electrode reactions are respectively [Kganyago and
Ngoepe [2003], Smart Electronics [2013]]:
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Figure 1.6: The positions lithium ions (black spheres) take up between two layers of
graphite (carbon atoms in yellow). Note that the position of a lithium ion in one
carbon ring automatically excludes neighbouring rings from also containing a lithium
ion. This gives rise to the maximum capacity of one lithium ion for 6 carbon atoms.
From [Thinius et al. [2014]]
xLi+ + xe− + xC6 ↔ xLiC6 (1.1)
LiCoO2 ↔ Li1−xCoO2 + xLi+ + xe− (1.2)
Here, x gives an indicator of de-intercalation of lithium from the lithium
cobalt electrode and intercalation into the graphite electrode. This example is also
suitable to show what occurs when the cell is operating beyond its healthy charge
states. Over-charging the cell causes the decomposition of lithium cobalt oxide into
lithium and cobalt oxide [Amatucci et al. [1996]], while over-discharge leads to the
synthesis of lithium oxide and cobalt mono-oxide by supersaturating the electrode
with lithium [Choi et al. [2003]].
The ambient temperature also has an impact on the overall battery opera-
tion. A higher temperature will lead to an increased reaction rate for the reactions
taking place inside the lithium ion cell as would be expected. Arrhenius’ Equation
demonstrates this dependence of the reaction rate constant k on the temperature
T , where A is the pre-factor, Ea is the activation energy of the reaction and R is
the universal gas constant [Arrhenius [1889]]:
k = A exp−
(
Ea
RT
)
(1.3)
However, if temperatures are too high, unwanted side-reactions may take
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place or the cell may slip into thermal runaway, which will be discussed later. This
can negatively affect the battery up to the point of explosion. Luckily, lithium ion
batteries also show good performance characteristics for low temperatures between 5
- 45 ◦C [Sony Corporation [2014]], which is suitable for most commercial devices. It
is possible to utilise lithium ion cells even below 0 ◦C, but their performance suffers
drastically with temperature dropping to the freezing point of the electrolyte solu-
tion. Batteries that have to perform at such low temperatures often come equipped
with internal heating circuits that raise the temperature to more desirable levels.
Self-Discharge
As with other types of chemical batteries, lithium ion batteries suffer from a small
drain of charge over time if stored in a non–discharged state. This is primarily
caused by diffusion of ions within the cell, and can be modelled in the case of
lithium ion cells by application of Fick’s second law modified for diffusion in porous
media [Crank [1976] and Gratwohl [1998]]:
∂c(x, y, z, t)
∂t
= D
σ
τ
∆c(x, y, z, t) (1.4)
In this equation, D is the diffusion coefficient for lithium ions, while the
porosity  represents the fraction of the total volume available for diffusive transport
of the electrolyte, σ is the constrictivity and τ is the tortuosity.  represents all
possible and available diffusion routes, while excluding those that cannot contribute
to the process. The constrictivity describes the shape effects of space available for
diffusion, with narrower channels slowing down the process. Tortuosity describes the
effect of distorted diffusion paths, as channels that are twisted and bent contribute
to slower overall diffusion. If using lithium hexafluorophosphate, D takes a value of
7.5 ∗ 10−10 m2/s and t = στ = 0.724 [Summerfield [2013]].
Typically, lithium ion batteries discharge at a rate of 0.3 - 2 % per month
[Sanyo Electric [2004], Harding Energy [2004], Huang et al. [2015]], which is a sig-
nificant improvement over a discharge rate of around 30% for conventional nickel
metal hydride batteries [Winter and Brodd [2004]].
Battery Ageing
A full charge-discharge cycle of a battery is considered a full cell cycle. As the cell is
put through more and more cycles, its performance characteristics slowly diminish
and overall storage capacity drops. This effect is commonly referred to as cell ageing
and a wide range of factors contribute to it. As previously mentioned, over-charging
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and over-discharging reduces the integrity of the electrodes, the inappropriate setting
of charge or discharge currents damages the structure of the electrodes, and the
ambient temperature can also contribute to the degradation of the overall storage
capacity. The lifetime of a battery is therefore usually quoted in completed cell
cycles before the actual cell capacity drops below a set nominal value, as opposed
to in units of time. For commercially available cells, this value is around 80% of
the original capacity. The previously mentioned Panasonic NCR18650 batteries for
example have a cycle life of around 300 cycles [Panasonic [2015]]. It should be
noted that this method of measuring cell lifetime is only appropriate where one can
assume that the total number of cycles will be performed before time-effects become
noticeable. Modern cell lifetimes vary strongly, but it is possible to construct cells
with lifetimes beyond 10000 cycles [Wilka [2013]].
Battery Safety Concerns
Due to the safety drawbacks mentioned above of using elemental lithium (see Fig-
ure 1.7), modern LIBs no longer contain pure lithium, but rather lithium intercalated
into the working electrodes.
Figure 1.7: Cell failure can lead to severe volume increases as seen in this example.
In the worst case, the cell bursts and either catches fire or releases toxic chemicals.
From [Mpt-Matthew [2013]]
This also prevents a phenomenon referred to as lithium dendritic growth,
during which lithium collects at preferential locations on the electrode surface. As
can be seen in Figure 1.8 (a), this preferential deposition results in the creation of
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lithium growths on the otherwise flat electrode. These growths, due to their shape,
are commonly referred to as ‘lithium dendrites’. They still provide lithium ions for
the general operation of the cell, but over time grow in size, which can eventually
short-circuit the cell internally by bridging the electrodes with a direct lithium metal
wire or bridge. On non-elemental lithium electrodes, lithium is not directly deposited
on the electrode, but rather intercalated into the electrode structure, as can be seen
in Figure 1.8 (b). Therefore, the problems caused by preferential deposition sites
no longer exist.
Figure 1.8: (a) The secondary electron image shows a real-life view of a lithium
dendritic structure as grown in a cell. (b) shows that the same issue does not occur
for non-metallic lithium electrodes. From [Tarascon and Armand [2001]]
However, lithium ion batteries are still susceptible to an effect called thermal
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runaway. This is caused by a malfunction of the battery, caused by either applying
too strong charge currents or causing the battery temperature to rise by some other
means. The increased temperature causes the ionic current in the cell to increase via
increased reaction rates, which in turn further heats the battery. Eventually, either
the battery bursts into flames or the casing experiences an explosive failure. Several
safety features are included in LIBs to prevent such catastrophic failure. The five
most notable are [Smart Electronics [2013]]:
 A Shut-down separator (prevents thermal runaway by melting at high tem-
peratures and sealing all ion channels);
 A Tear-away tab (designed to prevent pressure to build up inside the cell case);
 A Vent (provides pressure relief in case of internal pressure build up);
 A Thermal interrupt (prevents overcharging by shutting down the cell if tem-
peratures rise too high);
 A Safety circuit (to prevent operation outside of the safe voltage window).
A full schematic of a modern cylindrical lithium ion cell including all its
safety features is shown in Figure 1.9.
Figure 1.9: Full schematic of a lithium ion cell including all common safety features:
Pressure Vent; Separator; and Positive Thermal Coefficient (PTC) device. From
[Brain [2006]]
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1.2.2 The Use of SnS2 as Lithium Intercalation Material
When researchers around Zhu [Zhu et al. [2005]] discovered that tungsten disulfide
was capable of forming layered structures such as nano-tubes [Rothschild et al.
[2000]] or -sheets [Elias et al. [2013]] that likened their carbon-based counterparts,
this marked the birth of a new class of materials. This class was named inorganic
fullerenes in tribute to their likeness to carbon-based fullerenes. Over the years, the
membership of the group of these materials has steadily grown and nowadays ranges
from chalcogenides, such as molybdenum sulfide MoS2, to materials such as boron
nitride, BN.
Particular interest lay with sulfide-based materials of the type MS2. Ma-
terials of this type are often members of the group of inorganic fullerenes. Their
layered superstructures lend themselves to the intercalation of smaller ions, such as
lithium. By having a sufficiently large layer spacing, these materials allow lithium
to diffuse deep into the material relatively easily and, therefore, at relatively high
speeds. Conversely, if the layer spacing is too small, diffusion will be hindered or
stopped altogether. By designing a material that exposes a maximum area of open
layers of sufficient layer spacing, it should therefore be possible to create very high-
performing electrodes for lithium ion batteries. A further advantage of these types
of sulfide-based materials is the presence of the sulfur atoms. These can react with
lithium irreversibly under the creation of a lithium sulfide buffer matrix that adds
stability to the overall structure.
As already stated above, SnS2 is part of the family of inorganic fullerenes.
When crystalline SnS2 forms, it forms layers of material, as seen in Figure 1.10.
Each layer consists of three sub-layers. Sulfur atoms form the two outer layers
and sandwich a layer of tin atoms in between them. These three sub-layers form a
standard single layer of SnS2. The force holding two adjacent layers of SnS2 together
are Van Der Waals forces and the spacing from tin layer to tin layer is around 0.59
nm [Hong et al. [2003]]. This space is sufficiently large to allow an easy diffusion of
lithium ions along the layers.
As mentioned above in Equation (1.1), when lithium intercalates into carbon,
it is possible to store up to 1 lithium ion per 6 carbon atoms. When using elemental
tin, however, it is possible to achieve a theoretical maximum of 4.4 lithium ions
per tin atom. This means an improvement from 8.36 ∗ 1021 Li-ions/g for carbon to
2.23 ∗ 1022 Li-ions/g for tin. This is an improvement of roughly 166%. However,
using elemental tin also has its drawbacks, most notably its poor performance in
terms of cycle life. This is due to severe volume changes that the material undergoes
when lithium intercalates. For some materials, such as silicon (which is also able to
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Figure 1.10: Schematic representation of the structure of tin disulphide. Sulfur is
displayed as yellow spheres, tin as grey spheres. From [Brain [2006]]
store 4.4 lithium ions per atom), this can be as high as 400% [Chan et al. [2007]].
These volume changes cause cracks to appear in the material when undergoing
electrochemical cycling, which in turn eventually causes the electrode to disintegrate.
Using SnS2 this effect can be reduced significantly by the presence of sulfur atoms.
These undergo a separate reaction with lithium, which will be described later in
more detail, forming a protective matrix around the tin atoms, and thus holding
them in place. Overall, this increases stability and improves cycle life.
SnS2 has therefore enjoyed a high level of research interest in terms of its
lithium ion storage properties. As it belongs to the group of inorganic fullerenes
as previously mentioned, research groups were able to synthesise a large variety of
different morphologies of this material and test them in lithium ion cells. A selection
of various different morphologies is shown in Figure 1.11:
As can be seen from Table 1.6, SnS2 is a promising material with very high
possible discharge rates over a large number of cycles. It is the aim of this project to
synthesise and characterise a novel morphology of SnS2 (as introduced in Chapter
3) and add it to the long list of potential lithium ion battery electrode candidates.
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Figure 1.11: A sample selection of SEM images depicting a few different nano-
morphologies of SnS2. (A) Aloe-like SnS2, from [Zhu et al. [2006]]; (B) SnS2
Nano-wall Arrays, from [Liu et al. [2010b]]; (C) SnS2 Nano-flower, from [Shi et al.
[2006a]]; (D) SnS2 Nano-flower, from [Liu et al. [2010a]].
Type of SnS2 Morphology Claimed Charge Capac-
ity
Reference
Nano-flowers 502 mAh/g over 50 cy-
cles
[Liu et al. [2010a]]
Nano-wall arrays 400 - 700 mAh/g over 40
cycles
[Liu et al. [2010b]]
Nano-rods 535.7 mAh/g over 25
cycles
[Wu et al. [2012]]
Nano-platelets 583 mAh/g over 30 cy-
cles, 513 mAh/g over 50
cycles
[Zhai et al. [2011], Seo
et al. [2008]]
Table 1.6: A selection of various morphologies of SnS2 as discussed in the literature
and their charge capacities as a means of comparison between them all.
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1.2.3 The Use of Lithium Niobate as Lithium Ion Storage Material
Lithium niobate is not traditionally linked to lithium ion storage. It is mostly
known for its properties in optical and electronic devices. It is a well-known opti-
cal waveguide [Tanzilli et al. [2001]], has piezoelectric properties [Weis and Gaylord
[1985]] and can even be used as an explosion monitor [Bundy et al. [1990]]. How-
ever, only a few pieces of work exist on the material in terms of its lithium ion
storage properties. In 2011, Pralong et al. [2011] published work showing that they
manufactured a lithium niobate based electrode capable of reversibly intercalating
lithium at a capacity of 130 mAh/g, which remains well below the performance of
its competitors, and work as early as 1995 by O¨zer and Lampert [1995] showed that
it was in fact possible to perform reversible lithium intercalation. Lithium niobate
has, however, never enjoyed the rush of research as much as other materials such
as silicon or graphite have in terms of its lithium intercalation properties. Similar
to SnS2, niobium sulfide forms layered structures with a sufficient layer spacing to
allow lithium ion diffusion along the layers. Therefore, it seems promising to study
a combination of the robust lithium niobate as a lithium ion reservoir with the
layered niobium sulfide to provide increased lithium diffusion. This could result in
enhanced charge/discharge (most notably cycle speed and electrode stability) prop-
erties of an electrode manufactured from this hybrid material. At the time of this
writing, no previous work had been conducted on the synthesis and characterisation
of a sulfidised lithium niobate hybrid material.
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Chapter 2
Methodology and Techniques
2.1 Electron Microscopy
The structures under investigation in the course of this research project were of very
small dimensions, usually in the range of several tens or hundreds of nanometres.
Therefore, it was necessary to use electron microscopy to reveal these structures to
the human eye and analyse them.
In conventional optical microscopes, as magnification is increased, point-like
objects transform from sharp points into fuzzy disks surrounded by diffraction rings.
These disks are referred to as Airy disks [Airy [1835]] and are the main restricting
factor behind the limitation on resolution power of a microscope, which is defined
as the ability of a microscope to distinguish between two close objects or structural
features. A common way to express this is the maximum resolution d (minimal
distance between two discernible points), which is dependent on the wavelength of
the light used λ and the numerical aperture NA of the microscope, as described by
Equation (2.1) [Fultz and Howe [2007]].
d ≈ λ
2 ∗NA (2.1)
When estimating d while using optical microscopes, the wavelength of the
light used is usually 550 nm. The numerical aperture is dependent on the trans-
mission medium and lies around 1.00 for air, 1.33 for water and 1.5 for oil [Cargille
[1964]]. Thus, for conventional optical microscopes, the maximal resolution d is usu-
ally around the value of 200 nm. This limit of d = 200nm made optical microscopy
inappropriate for the needs of the project, as the structures under investigation lay
well below this range.1
1It needs to be noted, however, that several techniques exist to push the resolution of optical
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Thus it became necessary to utilise other types of microscopy, electron mi-
croscopy in particular. These microscopes use beams of accelerated electrons as a
means of illumination instead of visible light, and the wave characteristics of their
electron beams is described by the de Broglie wavelength λe [Meschede [2010]]:
λe =
h
pe
(2.2)
=
h√
2Emicme
(2.3)
Here, h is the Planck’s constant, Emic is the kinetic energy of the accelerated
electron and me is the electron mass. As the electrons in an electron microscope
are commonly accelerated using potentials in the range of 80 to 400 kV, they reach
relativistic speeds and thus an additional correction for these relativistic effects needs
to be made:
λe =
h
pe
(2.4)
=
h√
2Emicm0 ∗
(
1 + Emic
2m0c2
) (2.5)
For 20 keV electrons, for example, the de Broglie wavelength is in the order
of magnitude of 10−1 A˚ngstrom and is even smaller for higher accelerating voltages.
However, the image resolution of electron microscopes is not only limited by aper-
ture diffraction [Goldstein et al. [2003]], which is broadly described in analogy to
Equation (2.1), but also by other factors, such as the imperfections of the electromag-
netic lenses (aberrations) used in these microscopes, and which raise the resolution
limit considerably (these are discussed in Section 2.1.1). As a consequence, for bulk
objects an instrumental resolution is currently routinely quoted for commercial in-
struments in the order of 1 nm to 5 nm [Goldstein et al. [2003], Williams and Carter
[2009]], whilst modern machines, such as the JEOL ARM200F at the University of
Warwick, demonstrate resolutions in the sub-A˚ngstrom domain (< 10−10 m) (see
also [Max Planck Institute for Intelligent Systems [2014]]). This makes electron mi-
croscopy the tool of choice for the characterisation of the nano-structures. Three
different types of electron microscopes were used during this project and will be
microscopes beyond this theoretical limit, but even with these techniques it was not possible to
investigate the finer structures of the investigated particles. Therefore, these techniques will not be
discussed here.
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presented below.
2.1.1 Scanning Electron Microscopy (SEM)
The main tool of the investigation into the morphologies of the materials was the
scanning electron microscope. This was due to the interest in investigating the
topological properties of the nano-structures, as well as a necessity due to the size
of the nano-particles making them hard to examine using transmission electron
microscopy.
Set-up
The schematic of a SEM can be split up into several different stages, which are
shown in Figure 2.1.
At the top of the microscope column sits the electron source. Three main
types of electron sources are used in electron microscopes.
A tungsten hairpin filament is the simplest type of source. It consists of a
single bent tungsten wire. If a strong potential is applied to this source, electrons
are emitted thermionically from the tip of the bend, which can then be manipulated
in further sections of the microscope to form the electron beam [Avadhanulu and
Kshirsagar [1992], Goldstein et al. [2003]].
Another type of source uses lanthanum hexaboride (or more commonly,
LaB6) [Leung et al. [1984]]. It consists of a small, single crystal of lanthanum
hexaboride with a sharp tip. Similarly to the tungsten filament, a high applied po-
tential generates thermionic radiation of electrons from the tip of the crystal. While
the process behind the emission is similar to the tungsten filament, the use of LaB6
allows for a much brighter electron beam than using a tungsten filament (often by
an order of magnitude, because of its lower work function, which allows for a higher
electron emission at the same heating temperature [Goldstein et al. [2003]]) and a
higher lifespan [Zhang et al. [2005]]. Nevertheless, the vacuum conditions neces-
sary for operating a LaB6 source are more demanding than those for the tungsten
filaments.
The third type of source are called field emission guns [Otten and Coene
[1993]]. Cold Field Emission guns [Crewe [1971]] are free of the disadvantages of the
thermionic electron sources described so far, namely low brightness, limited lifetime
and large electron energy spread and have a smaller source size [Goldstein et al.
[2003]]. They are commonly fashioned out of a wire of single crystal tungsten, which
has been sharpened to a tip with a diameter of 100nm or less. Due to this small
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Figure 2.1: A schematic diagram of the different elements making up a modern
scanning electron microscope (SEM). From [Hafner [2007]]
diameter, an applied electric field is focussed at the tip, which causes the emission
of electrons via tunnelling without the need of any heating current. Hot-type, or
Schottky-type, field emission guns exist as well [Tuggle and Swanson [1985]]. They
are field assisted thermionic electron emitters and are fashioned by coating a thin
tungsten wire with materials to enhance thermionic emission, such as zirconium
oxide [Pawley [1997]], which increases electric conductivity at high temperatures.
These field emission guns have somewhat larger source sizes and energy spreads
than cold field emission guns, but they provide a greater stability of the beam
current [Williams and Carter [2009]].
The emitted electrons then pass through the condenser lens system. These
lenses are electromagnetic lenses and their purpose is the control of the beam size.
This is done by passing the electron beam through the lens set-up, which often
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consists of electromagnetic quadrupole [Grivet et al. [1972]] or hexapole [Reimer and
Kohl [2008]] lenses. It demagnifies the source of the electrons via the interaction of
the electrons with the surrounding fields to form a smaller spot on the specimen.
The resulting electron beam spot on the specimen commonly has a diameter of 0.4
to 5 nm [Goldstein et al. [2003]].
The beam produced by these lenses then passes through the scanning stage.
Here, the beam is shifted in such a fashion (raster fashion) that it covers the area of
interest row for row at high speeds. This is typically done either by the use of a set of
coils, which produce a magnetic field to induce the beam shift, or by a set of deflector
plates, which shift the beam via an electric field. A final electromagnetic lens is used
to focus the beam onto the sample and to contribute additional demagnification
[Goldstein et al. [2003]].
Image Resolution
In scanning electron microscopes, the electron probe size dp on a specimen depends
as follows on various aberration effects [Goldstein et al. [2003], Williams and Carter
[2009]]:
d2p = d
2
G + d
2
s + d
2
d (2.6)
with:
 dG is the aberration-free Gaussian diameter at the electron source;
 ds is the diameter of the spherical aberration disk (caused by differences in
magnetic fields seen by electrons along their respective trajectories closer to
or farther away from the lens axis);
 dd is the diameter of the aperture diffraction disk.
Aberration disks caused by astigmatism of the lenses due to rotational asym-
metries perpendicular to their axes or by energy variations in the electron beam
have been omitted from Equation (2.6), because they can be well controlled and
suppressed.
The diameter of the aperture diffraction disk is described by [Goldstein et al.
[2003]]:
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dd = 0.61 ∗ λ
α
(2.7)
where:
 λ is the de Broglie wavelength of beam electrons
 α is the beam convergence angle
Equation (2.7) corresponds in substance to Equation (2.1), which describes
the resolution limit of visible-light microscopes.
From Equation (2.7) follows that the minimum electron probe size on a
specimen is normally in the order of magnitude of 1 nm [Williams and Carter [2009]],
which is clearly beyond the value for aperture diffraction alone, which, for 20 keV
beam electrons, is in the order of magnitude of 10−2 nm.
Image Formation
When the electron beam hits the sample, two main types of interactions occur:
elastic and inelastic scattering of electrons. Because of the energy of the incident
beam, the electrons penetrate the sample, and these two types of processes do not
only occur at the surface. The resulting volume of interaction between beam and
specimen is often pear shaped, as shown in Figure 2.2.
The exact shape and size of this volume is dependent upon several factors:
 The energy of the incident beam electrons;
 The angle of the incident beam with the sample surface;
 The topology of the sample;
 The material making up the sample in terms of its composition and density;
 The change in trajectory through elastic interactions;
 The change in trajectory and/or energy loss through inelastic interactions.
Given a flat sample surface and an incident angle of 90◦, the maximum depth
and width of the penetration volume (see Figure 2.2) can be approximated as follows
[Potts [1987]]:
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Figure 2.2: A schematic of an interaction volume as encountered in SEM studies
and an indication of the possible products of the interaction between electron beam
and sample. From [Hafner [2007]]
∆Xdepth =
0.1E1.5mic
ρ
(2.8)
∆Ywidth =
0.077E1.5mic
ρ
(2.9)
Here, Emic is the kinetic energy (in keV) of the accelerated electrons and ρ is
the material density in kg/m3. ∆Xdepth and ∆Ywidth are both in µm. The resultant
excite volume has a truncated pear shape. The shapes can be approximated based
on the calculation of individual electron trajectories using Monte Carlo simulations
[Potts [1987], Joy [1991]].
Both interaction processes, elastic and inelastic scattering, produce a number
of different signals that can be recorded using appropriate detectors.
During an elastic scattering process, the incident electron’s kinetic energy
remains unaltered while its trajectory changes. The primary signal that is produced
this way is made up of so-called back-scattered electrons [Darlington [1975]]. These
are created via an electromagnetic interaction between the incident electron and
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the atomic nucleus. As the resulting energy of the electron is not different from its
original energy, no other electrons are emitted. An approximation of the ratio be-
tween back-scattered and incident electrons can be formulated as in Equation (2.12)
[Caceres-Valencia [2006], Love et al. [1978]]:
ηb20 ≈ −5.23791 ∗ 10−3 + 1.5048371 ∗ 10−2Z − 1.67373 ∗ 10−4Z2 + 7.16 ∗ 10−7Z3
(2.10)
A ≈ −0.11128 + 3.0289 ∗ 10−3Z − 1.5498 ∗ 10−5Z2 (2.11)
η = ηb20 ∗
(
1 +A ∗ ln
(
E0
20
))
(2.12)
Here, E0 is the incident electron energy in keV and Z is the average atomic
number of the sample, which can be simply calculated using Equation (2.13), where
the index i corresponds to all present elements and Zi and Wi correspond to the
respective atomic numbers and relative weight fractions:
Z =
n∑
i=1
Zi ∗Wi (2.13)
Taking SnS2 as an example, these equations produce, for an incident electron
energy of 15 keV, the result:
Z = 0.3507 ∗ 16 + 0.6493 ∗ 50 = 38.0762 (2.14)
A = −0.0184 (2.15)
ηb20 = 0.3634 (2.16)
η = 0.3653 (2.17)
Thus, in the case of SnS2, roughly 37% of all incident electrons are back-
scattered.
As can be seen, there is a dependence of the ratio of back-scattered electrons
on the average atomic number of the sample. This results in an increased Z-contrast
in the obtained image, which gives an indication of the distribution of elements
within a sample. Care has to be taken though, as the number of back-scattered
electrons can also be affected by the tilt angle of the surface relative to the incident
beam. Greater tilt angles make the escaping of back-scattered electrons easier and
thus produce a higher signal [Wittke [2008]].
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Back-scattered electrons are collected in a special detector placed above the
sample and around the incident electron beam (see Figure 2.1).
During inelastic scattering events, incident electrons interact with the elec-
trons in the sample while experiencing loss of energy. These interactions can have
a range of different results, such as the emission of electrons from the sample (sec-
ondary [Seiler [1983]] and Auger [Harris [1968]] electrons), the emission of photons
(characteristic x-rays [Gabriel [1985]], cathodoluminescence [Steyn and Holt [1976]])
or simply a heating up of the sample [Vine and Einstein [1964]]. In this project, the
main signals collected were emitted secondary electrons and emitted characteristic
x-rays.
Secondary electrons are produced via the ejection of weakly bound electrons
in the sample during the interaction with the incident electrons. Their emission is
generally insensitive to the atomic number of the sample and their energy is lower
than 50 eV. The energy distribution of the secondary electrons peaks at around
2-5 eV and around 90% of all secondary electrons are emitted with energies below
10 eV [Goldstein et al. [2003]]. Such low energies mean that emitted secondary
electrons are quickly re-absorbed within the sample and their signal therefore only
gives information about the top layers of a surface. For this reason, these electrons
are a preferred tool when investigating surface properties of samples, where the
signal of the bulk material might otherwise obscure the surface signal. As described
above, for back-scattered electrons an increased tilt angle creates a stronger signal
due to secondary electrons being able to escape the surface more easily.
In order to detect the emitted secondary electrons, an electron detector is
placed near the sample facing the centre of the sample area under investigation.
To attract a maximum amount of electrons, it is often equipped with a positively
charged cage around the detector opening. This way, more electrons are guided
into the detector. However, due to the placement of the detector, care has to be
taken when evaluating the obtained images, as it now contains ‘shadows’ caused by
surfaces facing the detector, which produce a higher brightness than surfaces facing
away.
The interaction of the incident electron beam with the sample leads also to
the emission of characteristic x-rays. These x-rays are produced when an incident
electron interacts inelastically with a shell electron in an inner orbital of a sample
atom within the exited volume at energy level E0 and knocks it out of the atom.
Another shell electron from a higher energy state E1 then drops down to fill the
position, and the energy lost this way is emitted in the form of a photon. This
photon has an energy characteristic of the energy gap between the two energy states
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of the shell electron, which in turn is characteristic of the element the sample atom
belongs to (see Figure 2.3) [Potts [1987]]:
Ex−ray = |(E1 − E0)| (2.18)
Figure 2.3: An incident electron interacts with a shell electron (1), ejecting it from
the atom (2). A higher-energy shell electron then drops down to fill the lower energy
state (3) under the emission of an x-ray (4). From [Disher et al. [2006]]
By collecting a large number of characteristic x-rays produced this way, a
spectrum of the sample can be obtained and used to determine which elements
are present and, by further analysis, in what relative ratios [Goldstein et al. [1977]].
However, the emission of these x-rays is a relatively inefficient one. Most interactions
occur between the incident electron beam and electrons in outer orbitals of atoms
making up the sample. As a result of the deceleration of primary beam electrons
due to interactions with the electric fields created by these outer orbital electrons, a
continuous x-ray spectrum is generated which superimposes the characteristic x-ray
lines of the sample (see 2.4) [Potts [1987]].
This technique is used to perform quantitative chemical analysis of specimens
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Figure 2.4: EDS spectrum of the mineral crust of the vent shrimp Rimicaris exocu-
lata. It shows peaks caused by X-rays given off as electrons return to the K electron
shell and one peak resulting from the L shell of iron. From [Corbari et al. [2008]]
and is commonly referred to as Energy-Dispersive X-Ray Spectroscopy (commonly
abbreviated as EDXS, EDS, EDX or EDAX).
X-ray detection is commonly done using two main types of detectors. Each
detector needs to be fitted externally to the microscope and can be inserted into the
sample chamber when necessary. Solid state detectors (SSD) [Klug and Alexander
[1974]] are based on electron-hole pair generation in semiconductors contributing
to an electrical current proportional to the energy deposited in the semiconductor
crystal. The classical detectors are based on lithium doped germanium (Ge(Li))
or silicon (Si(Li)) crystals, which have to be cooled down to −196◦C using liquid
nitrogen for low signal-to-noise ratios and suppression of Li diffusion, which would
destroy the detectors [Beckhoff et al. [2006]; Grupen and Buvat [2012]]. A newer
generation of detectors are the so-called silicon drift detectors (SDD) [Lechner et al.
[2001]]. These detectors use high-purity silicon, which allows for easy Peltier-based
cooling to about −20◦C as opposed to the expensive and inconvenient use of liquid
nitrogen cooling for Ge(Li) and Si(Li) detectors [Williams and Carter [2009]]. As
each incident x-ray hits the detector and causes ionisation, an electric field generated
by a set of ring electrodes cause the charge carriers to drift to the respective elec-
trodes. This technology allows for higher count rates and better energy resolutions
when compared to standard SSDs.
The actual collected image is produced by moving the electron beam across
the sample in a raster fashion at high speeds. Thus, each image is a collection of data
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points obtained from subsections of the sample area. Back-scattered and secondary
electrons can be used to create electron images in such a way that they give a
strong indication of the properties of the uppermost surface areas in the sample
and thus are ideal for determining topological properties. Characteristic x-rays can
be collected to produce an average sample spectrum and give an indication of the
elemental set-up of the investigated sample section. Nevertheless, because of the
scanning nature of the microscope, it is also possible to use the individual spectra
of each data point to create elemental maps indicating the location of each element
in the sample. This is particularly useful to determine elemental distributions (see
Figure 2.5).
As regards, the accuracy of compositional analyses based on Energy-Dispersive
X-Ray Spectroscopy, it should be kept in mind that the x-rays collected by the de-
tectors are emitted from large parts of the electron excited volume which is pear
shaped and has a diameter between 0.1 and 2 µm (for further details see above). The
spatial resolution is thus somewhat limited. Other factors potentially influencing
the accuracy of the compositional analyses are secondary x-ray fluorescence induced
in the sample by the characteristic x-rays, partial overlap of x-ray lines, x-ray ab-
sorption in the sample, the take-off angle between the surface of the sample and the
spectrometer entrance slits (or collimator), and specimen tilt [Potts [1987]].
Sample Preparation
Due to the penetration of incident electron beams (the maximum penetration
depth is described above by Equation (2.9)), scanning electron microscopes permit
the observation and characterization of heterogeneous organic and inorganic mate-
rials on a nanometre to micrometre range [Caceres-Valencia [2006]]. Depending on
the concrete examination undertaken, secondary or backscattered electrons or char-
acteristic x-rays used for image formation do, strictly speaking, not only rise from
the sample surface but could have been emitted from parts of the interaction volume
up to a few micrometers below the surface. However, scanning electron microscopy
does not rely on the transmission of electrons through the sample. Thus, no special
care needs to be taken in order to ensure a sufficiently thin sample. In practice, it
is even possible to image samples of significant thickness, as the SEM is a mainly
surface-orientated technique due to the low electron penetration depths caused by
a low accelerating voltage.
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Figure 2.5: A sample for a set of elemental maps obtained via energy dispersive
x-ray spectroscopy (EDX). The individual maps can be compared to the secondary
electron image to determine the composition of different structures in the image.
From [Gledhill et al. [2011]]
Several factors do need to be taken into account with sample preparation
however. First, sample robustness needs to be determined. While most inorganic
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samples are relatively stable under the electron beam, some fine structured samples
or biological samples are known to degrade rapidly when placed under a constant
stream of electrons [Thach and Thach [1971]]. One way to avoid this is to cool
the sample using a cryo-system, which often uses liquid nitrogen to lower the tem-
perature of the sample and thus limits the damage caused by heating under the
beam [Knapek and Dubochet [1980]]. Fortunately, the synthesised samples were
sufficiently stable to allow standard, non-cryo investigations to take place.
Second, as the sample chamber inside the SEM is kept at a very high vacuum
of about 10−4 Pa or 10−6 torr [Goldstein et al. [2003]], it is necessary to ensure the
sample is sufficiently free of volatile substances. If small amounts of these volatile
substances, such as water or other solvents, remain in the sample, they can get
trapped in little bubbles or fractures within the sample. Once the pumping mecha-
nism for the vacuum sets in, this causes a drastic expansion of these materials as they
evaporate, which can lead to significant damage to the sample itself. Furthermore,
through this process the sample chamber inside the SEM can get contaminated.
Third, as the sample is exposed to the electron beam, a significant amount
of electrons can be absorbed by the sample, depending on the conduction properties
of the exposed material. This could cause a negative charging of the sample, which
could have two major effects. On the one hand, inhomogeneous charging in a fragile
sample may cause damage to the sample by electrostatic repulsion [Egerton et al.
[2004]]. On the other hand, as the SEM relies on electrons to form images, strong
negative fields in the sample can cause electrons to be diverted and knocked off
trajectory, which in turn leads to distorted images. One way to address this issue
is to allow electrons to drain away from the sample once they have been absorbed.
This is done by mounting the sample on a conductive stub as a standard procedure.
While this works sufficiently well for conducting samples, insulating samples will
still accumulate charge. In these cases it is necessary to coat the sample with a thin
conductive film. Commonly, a thin gold film is used for this because of its ability to
create thin and homogeneous films [Brunk et al. [1981]]. However, should the sample
to be examined contain gold, other materials need to be used such as palladium or
carbon (see Figure 2.6).
For the purpose of samples produced during this project, it was fortunate
that these all had semiconducting properties and were stable under electron beams,
and thus didn’t need to be cooled or coated. However, the work conducted on SnS2
in particular showed a great ability of the material to retain liquid solvents and
therefore more elaborate drying processes were required. It proved sufficient to dry
the samples at elevated temperatures in vacuum, but this will be discussed in more
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Figure 2.6: A sample prepared for SEM analysis. The figure shows a biological
sample, a mosquito larvae, mounted on a standard SEM aluminium sample stub
and coated with gold for enhanced surface conductivity. From [Kinsman [2008]]
detail in Chapter 3.
2.1.2 Transmission Electron Microscopy (TEM)
Set-up
As shown for the SEM above, a diagram of a TEM can be seen in Figure 2.7.
The set-up of the TEM is very similar to that of the SEM up to the specimen
stage. The electron source is located at the top of the column. As with the SEM, this
source can be one of the three previously mentioned, so either a tungsten filament
[Avadhanulu and Kshirsagar [1992]], a LaB6 crystal [Leung et al. [1984]] or hot- or
cold-FEG (field emission gun) [Tuggle and Swanson [1985]; Crewe [1971]]. Practi-
cally though, as the TEMs are high precision instruments, they are often equipped
with advanced electron sources and therefore usually use a FEG or LaB6 electron
source.
The lensing system in a TEM, mounted between the electron gun and the
sample, contains condenser and objective lenses similar to the SEM. These lenses
use magnetic fields to create a lens for the emitted electrons from the electron
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source with the purpose of controlling the size of the electron beam and to focus it
onto the sample, whilst demagnifying its spot size. This is usually done with the
before-mentioned quadrupole and hexapole lenses. A new lens system for the TEM
as compared to the SEM consists of the lenses mounted in flight direction of the
electron beam behind the specimen on the sample holder. The lens system comprises
an objective lens, potentially one or several intermediate lenses and a projector lens
and has the purpose of magnifying and focusing the image formed from the electrons
transmitted through the sample on the imaging system (see Figure 2.10) [Williams
and Carter [2009]] .
Figure 2.7: A schematic of a transmission electron microscope (TEM) containing all
essential elements. Modern TEMs are often further equipped with advanced aber-
ration correctors, which are also fitted into the microscope column. From [White
[2014]]
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The imaging system for the TEM is either a viewing screen that allows a
direct observation of the image by eye, or a charge-coupled device (CCD) system
to allow digital capture and manipulation of the image. In the case of the view-
ing screen, this is usually done using a phosphor screen, which converts incident
electrons into photons. It is necessary to use a phosphor coating that allows for a
high conversion efficiency, short decay times and good spatial resolution in order to
allow for a smooth operation of the microscope. The digital option uses a special
CCD system that enables the recording of the beam of electrons and a subsequent
conversion of this signal into a digital image. The quality of the CCD system is a
direct factor affecting the image quality and has been a focus of recent innovations
[Janesick [2001]].
The specimen mounting system inside a TEM is significantly different com-
pared to that in the SEM. Unlike with the SEM, the TEM column is under constant
vacuum, and sample loading therefore has to be done via a system of valves in order
to maintain the purity of the vacuum. The material specimen is dispersed onto a
small, circular metallic grid. Commonly, copper is used as a base metal for the grid,
but other grids made from gold, molybdenum, platinum and more exotic metals are
also used. TEM grids come in different mesh sizes, which can be adjusted to accom-
modate the needs for the specific specimen under investigation. Often, these grids
will have an additional coating to improve imaging conditions, such as amorphous
carbon films. The specimen holder itself can usually accommodate one or two grids
at a given time. The holders range from simple hold-in-place systems to single-
or double-tilt holders, which allow a rotation of the sample inside the microscope
column.
A final part of the TEM are its apertures, of which there are commonly three:
the condenser aperture, the objective aperture and the selected-area aperture. While
the condenser aperture is fixed in place and can only be adjusted in terms of its
diameter, objective and selected-area apertures can either be inserted or removed
from the beam path. The apertures consist of a hole in a metal disk, which is
thick enough to prevent transmission of electrons anywhere other than the aperture
hole. This has two main effects. First, the exclusion of electrons lowers the overall
beam intensity after the aperture. Samples that are particularly sensitive to high
beam dosages can benefit from this. Second, by only allowing central electrons to
pass, it is possible to filter out unwanted electrons. These include electrons that
are scattered to high angles caused by unwanted processes such as spherical or
chromatic aberration or due to diffraction processes within the sample [Reimer and
Kohl [2008]].
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Aberrations and Correctors
Whenever light passes through a lens, imperfections in the lens can create aberra-
tions in the transmitted beam. Electron beams are similarly affected by aberra-
tions when they pass through electromagnetic lenses. As no electromagnetic lens
is perfect, a number of aberrations are well known to electron microscopists, such
as spherical and chromatic aberration and (two-fold) astigmatism. However, other
forms of aberrations are also known such as comatic, star and three-lobe aberra-
tion, and three- and six-fold astigmatism. Spherical and chromatic aberration and
astigmatism are considered standard defects of illumination system lenses and are
discussed in more detail below [Williams and Carter [2009]].
The most common, and easiest to correct, type of aberration is the so-called
astigmatism. Under optimal imaging conditions, the incident electron beam has a
circular cross-section. However, a variation in this shape to a ellipsoid cross-section
causes problems when attempting to correctly focus the image. In severe cases
of astigmatism, the image, even at optimal focus, appears to be pulled along one
direction. This aberration can be corrected by using a stigmator, which is a set of
electromagnetic coils that enable a tuning of the electron beam cross-section via the
application of a magnetic field. Using this, the beam can be forced to take a circular
cross-section again by adjusting this field.
A different type of aberration is called chromatic aberration. In optical mi-
croscopy, this aberration is caused by a lens system failing to focus light of different
wavelengths to the same focal point. For example, this can mean that all green
light elements are in focus while all red light elements are out of focus and vice
versa. In electron microscopy a similar effect occurs. Here, elements of the elec-
tron beam with different energies have slightly different focal points. The easiest
way to minimise chromatic aberration effects is to minimise the spread of electron
energies of the incident beam. This type of corrector is called a monochromator
and it operates by only allowing electrons within a small energy window to pass (in
the range of 0.1 eV). The drawback to this is that by doing so, the beam intensity
drops significantly due to the diminished amount of electrons permitted to pass. A
second type of correction can be used by placing an imaging energy filter designed
to exclude inelastically scattered electrons and only permitting zero-loss electrons
to pass.
As a beam passes through a lens, the ideal case would allow for all rays
that pass through the lens to be focussed onto the same point. However, in reality,
rays that pass through the lens off-centre are bent to focus either before (positive
spherical aberration) or after (negative spherical aberration) the theoretical focal
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point. The same holds true for electron beams and electromagnetic lenses. The way
to correct for this is to include special corrector lens systems with negative spherical
aberration to counter the positive spherical aberration of the objective lens, thus
reducing the total spherical aberration to near zero.
Image Formation
Bright Field
As the electrons pass through the sample, the TEM image contrast is formed because
of the interaction of the incident beam within the specimen, giving rise to changes
in both the amplitude (mass-thickness and diffraction contrast) and phase of the
electron wave (phase contrast). In a sense, the image thus formed corresponds to a
two-dimensional projection of the sample.
In TEM bright field (BF) mode, the most common method of TEM imaging,
an aperture is placed behind the objective lens which allows only the directly trans-
mitted beam to pass. As the direct beam is weakened by scattering, diffraction and
absorption within the sample and the scattered and diffracted electrons are hindered
by the objective aperture to contribute to the image, thicker or denser regions of
the sample, or regions containing atoms with higher atomic numbers, appear darker
in the resulting image, than regions with thinner or less dense material or with ele-
ments of lower atomic numbers (see Figure 2.8) [Williams and Carter [2009]]. The
difference between BF image and diffraction pattern mode will be explained in more
detail below.
Diffraction Contrast and Dark Field
As with bright field imaging above, the sample is placed in the incident electron
beam, which is weakened inside the sample by scattering and absorption (in crys-
talline parts of the specimen, Bragg diffraction of the electrons contributes to that
too). In the case of dark field imaging, however, the directly transmitted beam does
not contribute to the image, only the scattered and diffracted electrons. This is
achieved by tilting the incident electron beam against the optic axis and adjusting
the objective aperture to selectively exclude the direct beam (see Figure 2.9). This
imaging technique is called Centered Dark Field imaging (DF or CDF, sometimes
also called On-axis DF) and the images obtained only contain information from
those parts of the samples which contributed to the scattering and diffraction of
the incident electrons. In BF mode, areas of the sample that are thicker or contain
material of a higher mass show up darker, while thinner or lower-mass areas show
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Figure 2.8: Formation of mass-thickness contrast in BF images. Thicker, denser or
areas with higher atomic mass numbers are scattering more electrons off the incident
electron beam, thus, due to the use of the presence of the objective aperture, leading
to fewer electrons falling onto the equivalent area of the image plane/screen. As a
consequence, these areas appear darker in BF images. From [Williams and Carter
[2009]].
up brighter. In dark field mode, the reverse is true (see Figure 2.9) [Williams and
Carter [2009]].
Another imaging technique to produce DF images consists in using a non-
tilted incident electron beam in combination with an off-axis objective aperture for
producing images to which only scattered electrons contribute (Displaced-Aperture
or Off-axis DF). Due to the technically more demanding use of off-axis electrons,
DADF is much less widely used than CDF and, thus, not explained here in more
detail [Williams and Carter [2009]].
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Figure 2.9: Ray diagram showing the use of tilt, objective lens and objective aperture
in combination to produce on-axis DF images. From [Kanellopoulos [2011]]
Phase Contrast or High-Resolution TEM
As already described above, when incident electrons pass through a sample, they
interact with the atoms in the specimen. Each electron is considered as a planar
electron wave incident on the sample, whose wave amplitude and phase is changed
due to the interactions taking place, causing constructive or destructive interference.
The resulting electron exit-wave is a combination of the various Bragg-diffracted
waves and the transmitted plane wave. The wave is collected by the objective lens
and focused on the image acquisition system of the microscope. For achieving a high
resolution, not only the direct beam must be allowed to contribute to the image,
but also the diffracted ones. As a consequence, no or only a rather large objective
aperture is used in HR TEMs. The contrast mechanism, described by a so-called
phase contrast transfer function (CTF), is very sensitive to many factors, including
the focus and astigmatism of the objective lens. Through an appropriate choice
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of negative defocus of the lens, the so-called Lichte Defocus, the point resolution
of the method can be optimized. Its value is usually negative and in the order of
magnitude of several hundred nanometers [Lichte [1991]].
An image obtained by phase contrast imaging is not simply dependent on
the number of collected electrons in the image acquisition system, and it does not
constitute a direct representation of the sample, which could be directly interpreted
by eye. However, the data can be used, based on a number of assumptions, to
reconstruct the respective exit-wave and thus obtain, in a trial and error approach,
in the end a very high resolution image of the probable crystal structure of the
sample material. In practice, such a reconstruction is done, based on a through-
focus series of images taken around the Lichte Defocus [Lichte [1991], Williams and
Carter [2009]]. As exit wave reconstruction was not included in this project, it will
not be further described here.
High-resolution phase-contrast imaging is one of the highest resolution tech-
niques developed so far and allows for resolutions of below 0.1 nm, even if the images
have to be interpreted. The technique enables the direct viewing of columns of atoms
in crystalline sample material [Williams and Carter [2009]].
Electron Diffraction
The two principle modes of operation of TEM imaging systems are the image and
diffraction modes. All electron rays originating from the same point in the sample
and emerging from the exit surface are gathered by the objective lens and focused
onto the same point in the image plane of the lens, which thus contains an image
of the illuminated area of the sample. At the same time, the objective lens focuses
all rays, which are leaving the sample in the same direction, onto the same point in
the back focal plane of the lens, where these points form an image of the diffraction
pattern of the sample (see Figure 2.10). In diffraction mode, the diffraction pat-
tern (DP) in the back focal plane of the objective lens is projected by subsequent
intermediate and projector lenses onto the viewing screen (final image plane). In
image mode, the same lens system projects, instead of the diffraction pattern in the
back focal plane, the image in the image plane of the objective lens onto the screen
[Williams and Carter [2009]].
In TEM diffraction mode, for single crystals this produces a pattern of bright
dots, which is dependent on both the overall structure of the crystal and its current
orientation under the beam. By analyzing the observed pattern, it is possible to
make deductions about the space group symmetries of the crystal structure and
its orientation. This necessitates, however, converging the normally used parallel
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Figure 2.10: The two basic operating modes of the TEM imaging system: image
mode (right) and diffraction mode (left). From [Williams and Carter [2009]]
incident electron beam into a well-focused probe, a technique called convergent
beam electron diffraction (CBED). In the case of multiple crystals in the diffraction
area, the diffraction pattern loses its dot-like pattern and smears out into a more
complex structure, comprising also sets of concentric rings instead [Williams and
Carter [2009]].
Electron Tomography
When taking an electron image, a flattened 2D projection of the 3D sample is
produced perpendicular to the incident beam. While this can already give valuable
structural information, complex structures remain difficult to interpret. However, by
using a single- or double-tilt sample holder, it is possible to tilt the sample by a set
amount and take another image. If this is done in set intervals across the tilt range,
a series of 2D projections at different angles throughout the sample can be collected.
By using image reconstruction software it is possible to combine these images to draw
conclusions about the structure of the sample and create a 3D reconstruction, thus
regaining depth information lost when taking 2D projections from the 3D sample
(see Figure 2.11). This is, however, only possible for features showing mass-thickness
or diffraction contrast. The technique does not work using phase-contrast imaging,
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because specimen tilting changes the phase contrast [Williams and Carter [2009]].
Figure 2.11: A schematic representation of the imaging and reconstruction process
when using the electron tomography technique. From [Ku¨bel et al. [2010]]
It needs to be noted that a full reconstruction requires a full tilt range from
+90◦ to −90◦. However, due to the spatial restrictions of the sample, this is not
possible. A good tilt sample holder can reach tilt ranges from around +70◦ to −70◦,
which leaves a wedge of the structure unavailable for reconstruction. By using a
double-tilt holder, the size of this wedge can be further reduced, but a small, non-
imaged volume of the sample still remains. Nevertheless, it is possible to use data
obtained from the rest of the structure to make deductions about the missing section
and produce an approximated total reconstruction.
For a successful 3D reconstruction, the projection images must be true pro-
jections of the structure and its characteristics to be analysed (this excludes, as
already mentioned above, the use of phase-contrast images), the tilt-series has to be
very well aligned, so that the differences between the recorded images correspond
only to the tilting around a well-specified axis. In practice, therefore, the images
in a tilt-series need to be realigned properly before starting the 3D reconstruction.
This can be best achieved by using characteristic markers. Regarding the numerical
reconstruction, attention has to be paid not to oversample and care has to be paid
not to overemphasize certain characteristics to the detriment of others (for example
low spatial frequencies when using Fourrier sampling can be corrected when using
algorithms such as Filtered Back-Projection (FBP) or Weighted Back-Projection
(WBPJ)). Nowadays, the Simultaneous Iterative Reconstruction Technique (SIRT)
is a preferred choice for this purpose [Ku¨bel et al. [2010]].
As was shown, BF-TEM tomography for example is suitable for amorphous
samples, where contrast due to mass-thickness is dominant. For crystalline mate-
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rials, where images are strongly influenced by diffraction contrast, it is less suited.
Comparable limitations exist also for other TEM-based techniques, which do not al-
ways meet the projection requirement, that a recorded signal must be a monotonic
function of the contrast-raising physical properties of the sample. Progress was
made in this respect by resorting to Incoherent Bright Field STEM tomography
(IBF-STEM), where the HAADF-STEM technique allows to suppress diffraction
contrast in the images recorded (for further details regarding STEM and HAADF,
see below) [Li et al. [2013]].
Sample Preparation
As described in a previous section, samples for the TEM are mounted on small
circular grids or sample holders. For fine particles, grids or meshes are preferred
because of the bigger retention of sample matter. These meshes can be scaled to suit
the sample material and are commonly covered with an additional coating to further
improve sample retention. For this purpose, various forms of carbon support films
have been developed, of which amorphous carbon films, lacey carbon films, graphene
oxide or graphene are common candidates (see Figure 2.12).
Figure 2.12: A set of TEM support grids. The grids come in different mesh sizes,
the higher the mesh number, the tighter the mesh. From [Agar Scientific [2014]]
Should the sample be made out of larger, solid constructs, as is the case for
much of the semiconductor research, the sample needs to be sufficiently thinned
down to allow penetration of the electron beam and must be mounted on special
sample holders. For specimen preparation from nano-powders, as was the case for
the synthesised materials, a small amount of the powder is dispersed in ethanol
and deposited drop-by-drop onto the grid. Care has to be taken not to over- or
under-load the grid. The grid was then dried to ensure the removal of all volatile
contaminants and placed in a designated sample holder (as previously discussed for
the preparation of SEM samples).
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2.1.3 Scanning Transmission Electron Microscopy
Experimental Set-up
It is possible to combine the properties of the scanning electron microscope with
those of the transmission electron microscope. The result is the scanning transmis-
sion electron microscope, which, in principle, works the same way as a standard
transmission electron microscope.
The electron beam is generated using an electron source as described in
the last section. It is subsequently condensed using a condenser lens system and
subjected to any installed corrector systems. Instead of passing a broad beam
straight through the sample, as is the case for TEMs, the beam is focussed into a spot
on the sample. The spot is then moved across the sample in a raster fashion, similar
to the operation of a SEM. This is achieved using a series of electrostatic deflectors
above and below the sample, which first scan the beam across the sample and
then return the beam to its initial central-beam state. The signal (the transmitted
electrons) is subsequently collected by an electron detector, which translates the
image into an electron image (see Figure 2.13).
Figure 2.13: A cut-out section of a scanning transmission electron microscope show-
ing its main features, including correctors and various detectors, such as High-Angle
Annular Dark Field (HAADF), Dark Field (DF), Bright Field (BF) and Electron
Energy-Loss Spectroscopy (EELS). From [Pennycook et al. [2007]]
Image Formation
While several different types of signals can be obtained via STEM, only the four
most commonly used techniques will be discussed: Bright Field, Dark Field and
Characteristic X-Rays.
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Bright Field (BF) Imaging
Bright field imaging in a STEM works very similar to bright field imaging in the
TEM. The beam is directed onto the sample, but while the entire parallel beam
passes through the sample and is collected to form the image in the TEM, the beam
is focussed down into a point probe during STEM BF mode, which is then raster-
scanned over the sample and collected after transmission to form an image pixel by
pixel. The detector sits, as can be seen in Figure 2.13, on the central axis of the
electron column below the sample.
Annular Dark Field (ADF) Imaging
Dark field imaging in the STEM makes use of an electron detector, which has an
annular shape. This detector is placed down-beam from the sample and is placed
around the axis of the main beam. This allows for the collection of the scattered elec-
trons within the capture angle of the detector (however, not all scattered electrons
fall within that angle, depending for example on camera length (distance between
detector and specimen) and convergence angle of the incident beam [Williams and
Carter [2009]]), while still permitting the central beam to pass. This stands in
contrast to dark field imaging in the TEM, which uses apertures to selectively per-
mit only certain Bragg scattered beams to pass. By using this dark field set-up
in the STEM, it is possible to conduct dark field imaging simultaneous to other
techniques, such as EDX, bright field imaging or electron energy-loss spectroscopy
(EELS). Bright and dark field images recorded from the same area are shown in
Figure 2.14 (and also in Figure 3.15 in Chapter 3).
Standard annular dark field detectors which collect both coherently and in-
coherently scattered electrons, even if the amount of coherently scattered electrons
depends for example on camera length. For example in case of very small camera
length, mainly incoherently scattered electrons are being collected by the ADF de-
tectors, so that the resulting image mainly depends on the chemical composition
of the sample (Z-Contrast) [Williams and Carter [2009]]. In addition to the stan-
dard annular dark field detectors, it is possible to build detectors that only collect
incoherently scattered electrons. These are scattered at higher angles than Bragg
scattered electrons and therefore special, wider annular detectors are employed. This
technique is commonly referred to as high-angle annular dark field (HAADF) imag-
ing, and is more sensitive to Z-contrast than standard ADF [Jesson and Pennycook
[1995]].
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Figure 2.14: A comparison between bright and dark field images obtained via the
STEM. Both images show multi-walled carbon nano-tubes decorated with silver par-
ticles. (a) shows the bright field image, while (b) corresponds to the same image
taken in annular dark field mode. From [Travessa et al. [2014]]
Characteristic X-Rays (EDX)
This technique, also known as energy dispersive x-ray spectroscopy has already been
discussed in detail in Section 2.1.1 for SEM and the generation process of x-rays is
the same. EDX can also be used during TEM investigations, but as no TEM EDX
data is presented in this thesis, this technique will not be described in detail here.
2.2 Powder X-Ray Diffraction (XRD)
X-ray powder diffraction is a powerful tool for the investigation of nano-particles.
Via the obtained spectrum it is possible to accurately confirm the composition of a
selected nano-powder by comparison with standard reference spectra. Furthermore,
the peak position and width give an indication of particle size and, potentially, about
possible stress and strain in the crystal lattice.
2.2.1 Experimental Set-up
The experimental set-up of a standard x-ray powder diffraction experiment can be
seen in Figure 2.15:
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Figure 2.15: The set-up of an x-ray powder diffraction (XRD) machine. The sample
is mounted centrally and illuminated by an x-ray source. Both source and detector
can be mounted on movable arms, and are tilted in one plane to obtain the full
spectrum of angles. From [Bullen [2008]]
The set-up can be split into three main sections. The primary section consists
of the x-ray source. The generation of x-rays in x-ray powder diffractometers is
commonly done using an x-ray tube. The tube is evacuated and contains an anode
and a cathode. A high potential is applied between anode and cathode, leading to
a beam discharge of electrons between the two. Commonly, this potential is in the
range of 30 to 150 kV. As the electrons jump from the cathode and impact on the
anode, they release part of their kinetic energy (roughly 1%) as a photon in the
x-ray spectrum (bremsstrahlung). The exact emission spectrum depends on both
the accelerating voltage and the anode material. These materials can include metals
such as copper, molybdenum or cobalt [Klug and Alexander [1974]].
The generated x-rays are then directed onto a sample holder in the centre
of the apparatus. Commonly, this is a circular hole filled with a specimen, which
has been compressed to create a smooth surface. As the x-rays impact the sample,
they are subjected to Bragg scattering in the lattice planes of the specimen, and as
a consequence, Bragg-scattered x-ray beams are emitted.
On the far end of the experiment, an x-ray detector is mounted on a movable
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platform. By moving the detector in such a way that it covers a range of possible
diffraction angles and measuring the counts of detected x-rays, an x-ray spectrum
can be collected.
The collected spectrum can then be evaluated in terms of several different
parameters. Crystallinity, particle size and strain, bulk modulus and phase transi-
tions can all be investigated this way. In this project, the main interest lay in two
types of information obtained this way. The obtained spectra were used to confirm
the presence or absence of expected material compounds through a comparison with
reference spectra. On the other hand, particle sizes can be investigated using this
method. The basis of this is the Scherrer Equation [Holzwarth and Gibson [2011]]:
B(2θ) cos(θ) =
κλ
D
(2.19)
D represents the size of the particles in the nano-powder, while κ is a shape
factor and usually close to unity. λ corresponds to the wavelength of the used x-
rays. B is the peak broadening (full width at half maximum) of a specific peak in
the spectrum at angle 2θ. It needs to be pointed out that strain in the sample also
contributes to the peak broadening, and so Scherrer’s Equation must be amended
to take this into account [Langford and Wilson [1978]]:
B(2θ) cos(θ) =
κλ
D
+ η sin(θ) (2.20)
Here, η is a measure for the microstrain in the nano-crystallite, which is
caused by non-uniform lattice distortions, faulting, dislocations, antiphase domain
boundaries and grain surface relaxation. When plotting B(2θ) cos(θ) against sin(θ),
the result is a straight line with slope η and intersect κλD . However, as microstrains
in the produced nano-powders were not investigated in this thesis, the method for
determining microstrain will not be presented here in further detail.
2.3 Surface Area Determination
2.3.1 Isotherms and the Brunauer-Emmett-Teller Method (BET)
In 1938, Stephen Brunauer, P.H. Emmett and Edward Teller introduced a new
method of calculating the surface area of a given material using the adsorption
isotherms of a given gas on the material [Brunauer et al. [1938]]. Their approach
followed a route to derive an expression for multi-molecular adsorption using Lang-
muir’s theory. This technique was used to estimate experimentally the overall surface
area per unit mass of the materials under investigation.
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Basic Principles
As mentioned above, the general derivation followed a similar route to that taken by
Langmuir in his derivation for the case of uni-molecular adsorption. The following
is a summary of the derivation performed by Brunauer, Emmett and Teller.
Let Si represent the surface area covered by i layers of adsorbed gas molecules.
In a state of equilibrium, S0 must remain constant, and thus the rate of adsorption
of molecules onto the bare surface must equal the rate of evaporation from the first
layer:
a1 ∗ p ∗ S0 = b1 ∗ S1 ∗ exp
(
− E1
RT
)
(2.21)
In this, and in following equations, ai and bi are constants, p is the pressure
and Ei is the heat of adsorption of the i-th layer of adsorbed gas molecules.
If S1 is at equilibrium, the evaporation from S1 and the condensation on the
same surface must be equal to the condensation on S0 and the evaporation from S2:
a2 ∗ p ∗ S1 + b1 ∗ S1 ∗ exp
(
− E1
RT
)
= a1 ∗ p ∗ S0 + b2 ∗ S2 ∗ exp
(
− E2
RT
)
(2.22)
By substituting Equation (2.21) into Equation (2.22), it follows:
a2 ∗ p ∗ S1 = b2 ∗ S2 ∗ exp
(
− E2
RT
)
(2.23)
Extending the same argument to further layers gives:
ai ∗ p ∗ Si−1 = bi ∗ Si ∗ exp
(
− Ei
RT
)
(2.24)
The total surface area A of the sample and the total adsorbed volume v are
(with v0 representing the unit volume of an adsorbed mono-layer of gas per unit
area):
A =
∞∑
i=0
Si (2.25)
v = v0 ∗
∞∑
i=0
iSi (2.26)
Thus, Equation (2.25) and Equation (2.26) give:
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vA ∗ v0 =
v
vm
=
∞∑
i=0
iSi
∞∑
i=0
Si
(2.27)
Here, vm is the volume of gas adsorbed when the entire adsorbant surface is
covered with a complete uni-molecular gas layer. Making two assumptions at this
point allows the summations to be carried out. The first assumption is that the heat
of adsorption Ei is the same for each layer after the first layer has been adsorbed
and that their values are equal to the heat of liquefaction, EL, of the gas:
E2 = E3 = ... = EL (2.28)
The second assumption is that the ratio of the constants ai and bi is the
same for the second and all higher layers. In general, this can be justified using the
assumption that the evaporation and condensation properties of the gas molecules
are the same as what would be expected for the liquid state:
a2
b2
=
a3
b3
=
a4
b4
= ... =
1
g
(2.29)
This leads to:
S1 =
a1
b1
∗ p ∗ exp( E1
RT
) ∗ S0 = y ∗ S0 (2.30)
S2 =
p
g
∗ exp(EL
RT
) ∗ S1 = x ∗ S1 (2.31)
S3 =
p
g
∗ exp(EL
RT
) ∗ S2 = x ∗ S2 = x2 ∗ S1 (2.32)
Si = x ∗ Si−1 = xi−1 ∗ S1 = y ∗ xi−1 ∗ S0 = y
x
∗ xi ∗ S0 = c ∗ xi ∗ S0 (2.33)
c =
y
x
=
a1 ∗ g
b1
∗ exp
(
(E1 − EL)
RT
)
(2.34)
With:
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y =
a1
b1
∗ p ∗ exp( E1
RT
) (2.35)
x =
p
g
∗ exp(EL
RT
) (2.36)
It follows that:
v
vm
=
cS0
∞∑
i=1
ixi
S0
[
1 + c
∞∑
i=1
xi
] (2.37)
Provided 0 < x < 1, the sum in the denominator is simply the sum of a
geometric series, which is well-defined and known to be:
∞∑
i=1
xi =
x
1− x (2.38)
Then it is possible to rewrite the other power series as the derivative of the
first, allowing the use of the same approach as above to evaluate the summation:
∞∑
i=1
ixi = x
d
dx
∞∑
i=1
xi = x
d
dx
x
1− x =
x
(1− x)2 (2.39)
Using Equation (2.38) and Equation (2.39) in Equation (2.37) gives a much
more simplified description of v/vm:
v
vm
=
cx
(1− x)(1− x+ cx) (2.40)
If the pressure is allowed to reach the saturation pressure, p0, then for the
case of a free surface, an infinite amount of layers will build up on the surface.
Therefore, v must tend to infinity when p −→ p0. With Equation (2.40) this leads
to:
lim
p→p0
x = 1 (2.41)
With Equation (2.36), this gives:
1 =
p0
g
∗ exp
(
EL
RT
)
(2.42)
Using Equation (2.36) again gives:
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x =
p
p0
(2.43)
Substituting this result back into Equation (2.40) and rearranging to solve
for v gives:
v =
vmcp
(p0 − p)(1 + (c− 1) pp0 )
(2.44)
This equation gives the standard S-shaped isotherms. However, for testing
purposes, it is more convenient to rearrange it into the following form:
p
v(p0 − p) =
1
vmc
+
(c− 1)
vmc
p
p0
(2.45)
This equation can be used to evaluate the graph of the straight line obtained
by plotting p/(v(p0 − p)) against p/p0. Thus the gradient G of the slope gives
G =
(c− 1)
vmc
(2.46)
while the intercept I of the line with the p/(v(p0 − p)) axis gives
I =
1
vmc
(2.47)
As shown in Brunauer et al. [1938], vm, the volume of a gas needed for
a uni-molecular adsorbed layer, and c, which can be shown to be approximately
equal to exp((E1 −EL)/RT ), can be graphically obtained from graphs as shown in
Figure 2.16.
Finally, the value for vm can then be used to calculate a value for the specific
surface area Sssa of the material under investigation using the relationship:
Sssa =
Ns
V a
vm (2.48)
where N is Avogadro’s number, s is the adsorption cross-section of the adsorbed
gas molecules, V is the molar volume of the gas and a is the mass of the adsorbed
gas.
2.3.2 Experimental Set-up
The machine used for the measurement of the isotherm and subsequent BET eval-
uation was an ASAP 2020 porosimetre. It used a dynamic flow set-up as shown
in Figure 2.17. The experiment was split up into two different sections. First, the
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Figure 2.16: Isotherm/straight plot. From [Brunauer et al. [1938]]
sample needed to be freed from any previously adsorbed gasses. This step was called
outgassing and could be achieved through several mechanisms including adsorption-
desorption cycling, heating, vacuum exposure and purging with dry non-reactive
gasses such as helium.
Once this step was completed, the set-up allowed the machine to collect the
isotherm by slowly adding and then removing the adsorption gas. The standard gas
used for the adsorption process was nitrogen gas.
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Figure 2.17: The rough set-up of a dynamic flow method apparatus, which measures
the isotherms used in the BET method. The numbers represent different valves in
the diagram. From [Particle Analytical [2014]]
2.4 Electrochemical Analysis
In order to determine the electrochemical properties of an electrode material, sev-
eral different types of experiments can be conducted. The most common include
galvanostatic cycling, cyclic and linear voltammetry, and impedance spectroscopy.
Electrochemical impedance spectroscopy (EIS) has slowly established itself
over the last decades as a tool to investigate conductivity and charge-transfer prop-
erties, as well as capacity loss mechanisms of lithium ion cells [Zhuang et al. [2012]].
In this project, efforts were focused on galvanostatic cycling and voltammetry mea-
surements, and so EIS will not be discussed further here.
2.4.1 Galvanostatic Cycling
The easiest way to test a battery is to subject it to a charge-discharge cycle and
measure the development of the cell voltage as it moves through distinct states
of charge or discharge. This is done by constructing a test cell consisting of the
electrode to be tested, as well as a standard known electrolyte and counter electrode.
The limits of the charge-discharge cycles are set by defining an upper and a lower
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cell potential limit. The cell is then connected to a galvanostat, which produces a
constant current. This current is subsequently applied to the cell to force either a
charge or discharge. At the same time, the cell potential is measured [Campos et al.
[2013]]. A sample of a resulting galvanostatic cycling plot is shown in Figure 2.18:
Figure 2.18: Sample charge-discharge curves as obtained during galvanostatic cycling
of a carbon-based electrochemical flow capacitor. From [Campos et al. [2013]]
By examining the smoothness of the curve, it is possible to check for faults
in the electrodes, which become visible as jumps and discontinuities.
A very important property that can be calculated from these graphs is the
overall charge capacity of the cell. The stored charge between any two points in time
during a charge cycle can simply be calculated by multiplying the time ∆t with the
current I (as the galvanostat provides a constant current):
C(∆t, I) = I ∗∆t (2.49)
By running the charge cycle to completion, i.e. until the battery potential
reaches its user-defined limit, the overall charge capacity can be measured. If this
process is carried out in a similar fashion for the discharge cycle, it is possible to
determine the amount of retrieved charge. In an ideal case, all stored charge should
be retrieved, however, in reality this is not the case. Small amounts of charge are
lost over time due to diffusion or chemical re-arrangement within the cell, possibly
caused by current-induced cell damage.
By subjecting the same cell to repeated charge-discharge cycles, it is possible
to determine the development of the charge capacity as a function of cell use. As
common cells degrade over time, the lifetime of the cell is determined by the number
of cycles it can confidently complete before overall charge capacity drops below a
threshold value. Common cells, such as mobile phone batteries, have got cycle lives
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of around 500 cycles, but specialised cells exist that can withstand beyond 10000
cycles [Wilka [2013]].
2.4.2 Cyclic Voltammetry
During cyclic voltammetry, a three-electrode set-up is used. Apart from the usual
working and counter electrode, a reference electrode is introduced, the purpose of
which is to ensure good potential control between the working and counter electrode
[Hickling [1942]]. To operate a three electrode set-up and to ensure a good potential
control, a special instrument called a potentiostat is used [Bard and Faulkner [2000]].
During a cyclic voltammetry experiment, the potential between the two ac-
tive electrodes (working and counter) is very tightly controlled. Two voltage limits
are set, after which the voltage is ramped at a steady gradient between both lim-
its. The measured quantity is the current that develops between both electrodes.
The cycle between lower-upper-lower voltage limits can be repeated as often as de-
sired. When it is only carried out once, it is commonly referred to as linear sweep
voltammetry.
By observing the current between working and counter electrode, it is pos-
sible to investigate the electrochemical properties of a substance in solution and
reactions taking place on the electrode surfaces. Thus, for investigating the elec-
trochemical properties of a novel electrode material, it is possible to use a cyclic
voltammogram to determine what reactions take place by looking for specific peaks
in the current. A sample voltammogram is shown in Figure 2.19.
Furthermore, Nernst’s Equation gives an expression for the cell potential E
[Wahl [2005]]:
E = E0
′ − RT
nF
ln(Q) (2.50)
E0
′ − Formal electrode potential [V]
R− Ideal gas constant [J/(K*mol)]
T − Temperature [K]
n−Number of moles of transfered charge carriers
F − Faraday’s constant [Coulomb/mol]
Q− Reaction quotient
E0
′
is directly measurable from the cyclic voltammogram. It can be approx-
imated as the average value between the potential Emax at the point of maximum
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Figure 2.19: An example of a single cycle as obtained through cyclic voltammetry.
More complex electrode chemistries show more current peaks, which can be attributed
to different cell reactions taking place. The value of E0
′
can easily be determined in
this case. From [Severin [1999]]
current and the potential Emin at the point of minimum current:
E0
′
=
Emax − Emin
2
(2.51)
It is also possible to calculate the equilibrium constant κ of the electrochem-
ical cell by considering the equilibrium at room temperature with E = 0V and Q =
κ by using Equation (2.50):
log10κ =
nE0
′
59.2mV
at T = 25◦C = 298K (2.52)
2.5 Synthesis Techniques
A brief introduction will be given to two techniques used in the synthesis, the hy-
drothermal synthesis and the method of gas production using a Kipps apparatus.
However, as both methods were tweaked and adapted during the project, a more
detailed description is given at the beginning of the relevant chapters.
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2.5.1 Hydrothermal Synthesis
A hydrothermal or solvothermal synthesis is the process by which both high vapour
pressures and temperatures are exploited to cause nano-crystal growth directly from
a solution of reactants in either water (hydro-) or other solvents (solvo-). Here, ini-
tially a solution of two or more reactants in a liquid medium is produced. The
solution is then filled into a pressure-resistant vessel, often referred to as an auto-
clave or hydrothermal bomb. The outer material of the autoclave is often stainless
steel due to its material strength, while an inner sleeve contains the actual solu-
tion. This inner sleeve is made out of inert material that will not participate in
the reactions taking place inside the autoclave. During this project, an inner sleeve
made from teflon was used. The autoclave is then sealed shut and inserted into
a furnace or oven. It is common practice to equip the autoclave with an emer-
gency pressure release valve to prevent it from accidentally reaching critical inner
pressures, which could lead to an explosion. The entire autoclave is then heated.
The increased temperature has both the effect of accelerating or enabling certain
reactions within the autoclave, as well as causing an increase in internal pressure.
The combination of high temperatures and pressures causes the crystallisation of a
large number of nano-scale crystals directly from the liquid medium [Byrappa and
Yoshimura [2012]]. These were then further used in this project for characterisation
and electrode production.
2.5.2 The Kipps Apparatus
The Kipps apparatus is a multi-chambered reaction vessel designed for a self-limiting
production of specific gases (see Figure 2.20). It consists of three separate glass
chambers that are place on top of each other. The top chamber acts as a reservoir
for an acid and is directly connected to the bottom chamber, completely bypassing
the central chamber. Therefore, the acid is free to flow, assisted by gravity, from
the top to the bottom chamber. The bottom chamber also serves as a reservoir for
the acid, which collects the liquid and slowly fills as the top chamber empties. The
bottom chamber, however, is connected at its top to the second chamber, and so it
is possible for the acid to eventually move into the second chamber once the bottom
chamber is completely filled. The central chamber contains a material capable of
reacting with the acid under production of the desired gas, such as iron sulfide in
the case of hydrochloric acid when producing hydrogen sulfide gas. A permeable
stopper prevents the solid from dropping into the lower chamber, while still allowing
the acid to rise. A single valve in the second chamber provides the only exit for the
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produced gas. By sealing the valve shut, gas production continues in the central
chamber, causing the pressure to rise, which eventually causes the acid to be pushed
back into the bottom and, from there, into the top chamber. Thereby the reaction
separates the two reactants physically, stopping the reaction until the valve is opened
again [Darling [2013]].
Figure 2.20: A schematic diagram of a Kipp’s apparatus. The reaction in the centre
is moderated by the release of hydrogen sulfide gas, and automatically shuts itself off
by pushing the acid out of the chamber if the valve remains closed. From [Darling
[2013]].
This method of gas production has the advantage of self-limiting the produc-
tion to just the amount of gas needed, while providing a cheap and facile alternative
to purchasing gas cylinders. For these reasons this method was chosen in this project.
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Chapter 3
Material Synthesis and
Morphological Characterisation
of SnS2
As has been discussed in the literature review (see Chapter 1), a great variety
of different SnS2 nano-structures have already been synthesised under controlled
conditions and their morphologies characterised. In an attempt to enhance and
optimise these nano-structures in regard to their lithium ion storage properties,
several novel structures were synthesised. Their synthesis will be introduced in this
chapter and their morphological properties investigated.
3.1 Material Synthesis
The synthesis followed a solvothermal approach, similar to the one described in Hai
et al. [2001]. A mixture of tin(IV) chloride hyd. and thioacetamide was dissolved in
pure ethanol. During the dissolution, tin(IV) chloride hyd. separated into two ions
and water:
SnCl4 · 4H2O ethanol−−−−→ Sn4+ + 4Cl− + 4H2O (3.1)
The solution was then inserted into an autoclave and heated for a predefined
time at a set temperature (for a breakdown of each discussed morphology, see Sec-
tion 3.3.1). The standard synthesis parameters (see Table 3.1) used for this project
were based on a dwell time of 10 hours at 70◦C, which were determined via trial-
and-error during the course of the project and produced the highest concentration
of nano-worm structures, the morphology this project focused on, as discussed in a
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later section.
Parameter Name Parameter Value
Mass of Thioacetamide 90mg
Mass of Tin(IV) chloride hyd. 190mg
Volume of Ethanol 40ml
Dwell Temperature 70◦C
Temperature ramp rate 5◦C per minute
Dwell Time 10 hours
Pressure inside the autoclave ≈ 1.9 bar
Precipitate colour Orange-Brown
Number of washing cycles
with pure Ethanol
4 cycles
Drying Temperature 60◦C
Drying Time 4-6 hours
Final Yield Approx. 30-35mg powder yield
Table 3.1: A breakdown of a sample procedure for a typical synthesis set-up.
Under the influence of heat, thioacetamide reacted with the released water
(see Equation (3.1)) to produce dihydrogen sulfide, which acted as the sulfur source
for the sulfidisation process needed for the creation of tin disulfide. The reaction
scheme was as follows:
CH3CSNH2 +H2O −→ CH3CONH2 +H2S (3.2)
The dihydrogen sulfide, still in solution, reacted readily with the active tin
ions under the creation of tin disulfide. Other combinations of tin and sulfur, such as
tin monosulfide (SnS) and ditin trisulfide (Sn2S3), could have also been synthesised,
but were shown to be absent in the reaction products using several techniques (see
Section 3.2). The reaction path for the final step in the synthesis was:
Sn4+ + 2H2S −→ SnS2 + 4H+ (3.3)
This led to a combined reaction equation for the entire process, which was
also used to calculate the required ratio of the different reactant materials:
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SnCl4 · 4H2O + 2CH3CSNH2 −→ SnS2 + 2CH3CONH2 + 4H+ + 4Cl− + 2H2O
(3.4)
Two main observations could be made based on this equation. First, the
molar ratio between the two reactants should be close to 1:2 to allow for a full
reaction. In practice, the synthesis was run with a slight surplus of thioacetamide
to ensure a full consumption of the tin(IV) chloride hyd., which would otherwise
remain as a contaminant in the final product. Second, as all reaction products apart
from tin disulfide remained dissolved, the final product could be purified through
repeated washing with ethanol and distilled water. As can be seen in Figure 3.1,
reactant ratios must be chosen carefully to ensure the right product is obtained.
During this project, the mass of thioacetamide and tin(IV) chloride was chosen so
that the ratio of Sn:S was roughly 1:2, thereby ensuring the production of SnS2 for
all but the highest temperatures.
By allowing the reaction to take place in an autoclave (a pressure vessel
as depicted in Figure 3.2) and under raised temperatures, and therefore pressure,
the reaction product was forced to nucleate rapidly from solution. The pressure
inside the autoclave at varying temperatures can be approximated using Antoine’s
Equation [Antoine [1888]]:
log10(P (T )) = A−
(
B
T + C
)
(3.5)
Here, P(T) is the vapour pressure (in bar) at a given temperature T (in
Kelvin), and A, B and C are material-dependent coefficients. The pressure inside
the vessel between room temperature and 90◦C is shown in Figure 3.3. For ethanol
at 70◦C=T70, the coefficients A, B and C are [NIST [2011]]:
A = 5.24677
B = 1598.673
C = −46.424
log10(P (T70)) = 5.24677−
(
1598.673
343.15− 46.424
)
= −0.1409 (3.6)
⇒ P (T70) = 10−0.1409 bar = 0.7229 bar (3.7)
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Figure 3.1: A phase diagram for the Sn - S system. By choosing the composition
of reactants in an appropriate manner, it is possible to restrict the product type
accordingly. Work done during this project was chosen to fall at roughly 66% sulfur,
ensuring the product to be SnS2. From [Bletskan [2005]]
As the autoclave was only filled up to 80% of its total volume, a small cushion
of atmospheric air remained upon sealing of the vessel. When heating the autoclave,
the partial pressure of this cushion of air rose to [Halliday et al. [2009]]:
Pair =
RT
Vm
=
8.314 Jmol K 343.15K
24.465 lmol
= 116.61 kPa ≈ 1.17 bar (3.8)
Therefore, the total pressure inside the autoclave at 70 ◦C was the sum of
the vapour pressure of ethanol and the increased pressure of air, 1.89bar.
The rise in pressure had the effect that the resulting SnS2 particle size was
very small with dimensions in the realm of nano-particles (and up to micrometres
under the right conditions, for example by lengthening the dwell time or increasing
the reaction temperature). A small partial product loss occurred through precipi-
tation and adhesion on the autoclave walls. This reduced the overall output, but
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Figure 3.2: A schematic of the utilised pressure vessel. The vessel had an inner
volume of 40 ml. The inner sleeve was made of Teflon. All other components were
made of stainless steel.
the losses were negligible, as it was possible to remove material sticking to the walls
by sonication. The main product losses occurred during the several washing phases,
where up to 60% could be lost. After the heating phase, the autoclave was allowed
to return to room temperature naturally. The sample, tin disulfide in form of a
yellow-brown sediment in the reaction solution, was removed and subjected to sev-
eral washing cycles with pure ethanol. After a final drying process at 60◦C under
vacuum, the yellow-brown powder was ready for further analysis.
3.2 Elemental Analysis
After a positive comparison of the colour of the produced material with the reported
colour in academic literature [Gaudin and Hamlyn [1938]], the next step was to
establish the elemental composition of the sample using a range of x-ray based
analytical techniques. The examination based on colour was always undertaken
under the same illumination conditions inside the same fume hood and simply served
as an initial test to verify the production process had not been contaminated. For
example, in the case of a copper contamination, the product would be dark purple
to almost black. Testing for colour was done via comparison to verified samples and
was not meant to be a proof of the presence of SnS2.
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Figure 3.3: Plot of the vapour pressure inside the autoclave vessel for the temperature
range from 20 ◦C to 93 ◦C.
3.2.1 Elemental Composition Analysis via Energy Dispersive X-
Ray Spectroscopy
Energy dispersive x-ray spectroscopy was carried out on both scanning and trans-
mission electron microscopes using an Oxford Instruments X-MaxN X-ray detector
(Silicon Drift Detector) during TEM or a standard, nitrogen-cooled EDAX system
during SEM. Monte Carlo simulations utilising the CASINO software package were
used to determine the appropriate conditions to allow the use of this technique. It
was found that 10 - 20 keV for EDX using the SEM is adequate, as illustrated for
200 electrons in Figure 3.4.
Spectra were collected for each sample of SnS2 produced. An example spec-
trum collected on the SEM is shown in Figure 3.5. In each collected spectrum, the
dominant single sulfur peak is clearly discernible, as well as the characteristic three
peaks for tin. Other peaks may stem from further elements in the sample including
silicon, carbon, aluminium, copper, oxygen and chlorine. Silicon peaks were com-
monly very pronounced for EDX experiments carried out under the SEM, as the
samples were mounted on silicon wafer surfaces. Carbon peaks could be present
either because of the sample support, which was a sticky carbon film in the case
of the SEM or carbon support film in the case of the TEM, or because of general
carbon contamination, stemming from reaction by-products or hydrocarbons added
during the handling process. Aluminium peaks were also frequently found following
that aluminium was used as a sample support inside the SEM. The same held for
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the presence of copper in the case of the TEM, which uses copper grids as sample
supports. Both oxygen and chlorine stemmed from incomplete washing processes
and could be eliminated with a full cleaning process.
Figure 3.4: Monte Carlo simulations for 10 keV (A) and 20 keV (B) including
maximum penetration depth and maximum return signal depth. Red lines mark
electron trajectories of electrons that leave the sample before absorption, while blue
lines represent electrons that are eventually absorbed by the material.
The results obtained through EDX spectroscopy were used for the quantifi-
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Figure 3.5: A sample SEM EDAX spectrum as obtained from the SnS2 material.
The peaks for tin and sulfur are clear and strong. The strong carbon peak is due to
the carbon substrate, and chlorine and oxygen are contaminants from the synthesis.
Sodium is an external contaminant.
cation of the elemental ratios present in the various samples produced and the global
atomic ratio of tin to sulfur was always reliably close to the optimal value of 1:2,
thus suggesting a high tin disulfide content.
3.2.2 Elemental Localisation via Elemental Mapping
Using the scanning ability of both the SEM and STEM, it is possible to use an
EDX detector with elemental mapping software to characterise elemental localisation
within the prepared materials. This allowed to quickly determine the location of
clusters of elements in the various samples examined. As described in Chapter 2, an
elemental spectrum was collected for each pixel in the final map to determine the
elements present at this location. A sample of these maps are shown in Figure 3.6:
Figure 3.6 shows the analysis of a worm-type structure in the sample (see
Section 3.3.1) for 10 keV electrons. The sample was between 150 nm (for single
worms) to several microns (for clustered material) thick. Silicon was the major
contaminant or background material and was well-confined to the space outside the
structure. Both tin and sulfur were present as expected and made up the worm-like
particles. It needs to be pointed out that no lumps or areas of unexpectedly high
concentration were visible, indicating a homogeneous distribution of both elements
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Figure 3.6: A sample spectrum (a) obtained via SEM (at 10 keV). The sample area
under investigation can be seen in the electron image (b) and contains purely nano-
worm type morphologies (for more details, see Section 3.3.1). The peaks indicate
the presence of Si (c) (Si stems from the sample support), S (d) and Sn (e). Quan-
tification resulted in a ratio of Sn:S of 36:64, which is in good accordance to the
expected value of 1:2.
throughout the particles.
3.2.3 Elemental Fingerprinting via X-Ray Powder Diffraction
Throughout the samples tested, it was possible to determine that the structures
contained both tin and sulfur. Both elements were present in a rough global ratio of
1:2 as obtained via EDX (see Figure 3.6) and there were no signs of high concentra-
tion clusters of either element found in the particles. This suggested the presence
of tin disulfide as the most commonly present material type. To confirm this, x-ray
powder diffraction patterns were also collected, as can be seen in Figure 3.7, which
presents a collected sample spectrum of the nano-worms and provides a comparison
to the bulk SnS2 signal.
It was possible to match up the peaks in the analysed samples with the
respective peaks from the bulk structure of SnS2. Noteworthy is the fact that all
identified peaks had been broadened, which was consistent with what would be
expected from small particle sizes. Furthermore, it is worth pointing out that there
was a change in relative peak intensities, indicating preferential lattice planes in the
sample. Several of the higher angle peaks are barely or not visible anymore. This
is largely due to a smearing out of peaks at higher angles, with the exception of a
few preferential peaks, such as the [210] or [211] peaks.
Using Scherrer’s Formula to determine particle sizes and strains, it was pos-
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Figure 3.7: An XRD spectrum taken from a worm-type sample and compared to
the bulk signal of SnS2 (JCPDS #23-677). Signal peaks are labelled with their bulk
counterpart lattice designations. As expected, peak broadening did occur, suggesting
a small particle size. Furthermore, a shift in peak intensities seems to suggest a
preferential growth pattern, favouring certain lattice planes.
sible to make an estimate of the average particle size. κ was estimated to be 0.94
based on the original reference, while λ was 0.154056 nm, the Kα wavelength of
copper. Taking the [001] peak, B(2θ) is approximately 1.11◦. This gives a particle
size of 7.55 nm and a strain of 0.0354. Further peaks give particle size estimates of
the same order of magnitude. As can be seen in later sections, the actual particles
present, however, are of significantly bigger sizes, suggesting these larger particles
are made up of several smaller sub-particles with their own crystallite orientation.
The exact crystallite orientations and their distributions within each morphology
were not determined during this project.
3.3 Morphological Characterisation of SnS2 Nanostruc-
tures
The primary difference between the synthesised material and SnS2 as described in
literature so far, lay in its morphologies. The different types of morphologies of SnS2
as synthesised are introduced in this section.
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3.3.1 Topological Analysis via Electron Microscopy
As the produced SnS2 particles were too small to be resolved using optical mi-
croscopy, the primary tool to investigate their morphological properties was the
scanning electron microscope. Several different morphologies were observed in the
samples using this technique.
In general, several competing morphologies were simultaneously present in
a sample (as can be seen in Figure 3.8, which shows a combination of both thick
and thin SnS2 nano-worms, as well as a nano-flower). By fine-tuning the synthesis
parameters, it was possible to create conditions favouring certain morphologies.
Figure 3.8: A general image showing all three main morphologies that were encoun-
tered. On the centre left hand side, half a nano-flower is visible (A), while both thin
(B) and thick (C) nano-worms form small clusters in the main body of the image.
To verify the structure, the layer spacings could be checked using TEM im-
ages. The observed layer spacing needs to correspond with the theoretical value of
0.59 nm. Further tests to exactly determine the elemental composition were then
undertaken to confirm the result. An image showing the layer spacings is presented
in Figure 3.9:
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Figure 3.9: A transmission electron microscopy image showing the layered structure
of SnS2. The observed layer spacings can be used as an initial identification method.
SnS2 has a layer spacing of 0.59 nm, which is in good correspondence with the
measured value of 0.601 nm here. Note that the layers follow the topology of the
structure and therefore are not straight as one would expect in a rigid crystal lattice.
SnS2 Nano-Flowers
Larger, flower-like structures were observed in the synthesised material. The nano-
flower-type morphology, as also described in Ke et al. [2009], consisted of large,
microscopic structures, typically spheroids or ovoids. The synthesis performed by Ke
et al., which differed in the initial reactants compared to those used in this project,
used additives in the form of surfactants to promote nano-flower production. No
additives were used during this project and possible contamination from leeching
elements from the autoclave walls was excluded by re-drilling the entire set-up at
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the beginning of the project to ensure clean surfaces. The produced nano-flowers
varied from just 800 nm up to several micrometres in diameter and were of much
lower density compared to bulk material due to their petal-like sheets. Even though
the petals seemed to intersect only rarely, the appearance was that they shared a
common origin in the centre of the structure, or a common axis in the case of ovoids.
A representative nano-flower grown during this project is shown in Figure 3.10.
Here, a single nano-flower can be seen in the centre of the image. As typical for this
morphology, the diameter is upwards of 1200 nm. The flower is resting on a layer
of flower-like SnS2 nano-sheets, which will be described later. The higher position
of the nano-flower accounts for the increase of intensity. TEM images, such as the
image presented in Figure 3.11, were taken to investigate the internal structure of
these particles, but they proved to be too thick to resolve sufficiently under the
TEM.
Figure 3.10: Image of a typical SnS2 nano-flower. Specimens can grow to be several
micrometres across and can have varying petal density, this case being an example
for a very high density.
The synthesis parameters used for the production of SnS2 nano-flowers are
summarized in Table 3.2. These parameters vary from the standard procedure (see
Table 3.1) only in terms of a longer dwell time, which has been increased from 10
to 15 hours, and a higher dwell temperature of 200◦C instead of the previously
used 70◦C, which seemed to promote the development of these larger structures.
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Figure 3.11: This image shows a single SnS2 nano-flower particle. As these particles
are relatively large, around 2 µm in this case, imaging of their interior structure is
not possible.
A brief study into the growth mechanism of nano-flowers was conducted to verify
the growth mechanism detailed in Liu et al. [2010a], but the obtained data in this
project wasn’t conclusive enough to confirm their results. Liu et al. proposed that
nano-flower growth occurs in three separate stages. A first growth of solid nucleation
cores is followed by a stage of secondary, petal-producing growth. During the third
stage, aggregated nano-flowers increase in size and separate. During the experiments
conducted in the scope of this project, no solid nucleation cores were observed and
separation of fully grown nano-flowers was often also not seen.
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Parameter Name Parameter Value
Mass of Thioacetamide 90mg
Mass of Tin(IV) chloride hyd. 190mg
Volume of Ethanol 40ml
Dwell Temperature 200◦C
Temperature ramp rate 5◦C per minute
Dwell Time 15 hours
Pressure inside the autoclave ≈ 31 bar
Precipitate colour Orange-Brown
Number of washing cycles
with pure Ethanol
4 cycles
Drying Temperature 60◦C
Drying Time 4-6 hours
Final Yield 30-35mg
Table 3.2: A typical synthesis set-up for the production of nano-flowers. Note that
in comparison to Table 3.1, the dwell time was increased to 15 hours and the dwell
temperature had been raised to 200◦C.
As nano-flowers had already been investigated in detail in the literature,
both in terms of their morphology [Ke et al. [2009]] and their lithium ion storage
capacities [Liu et al. [2010a]], they were not at the focus of this project and instead
served as a control system.
Thin-Type Nano-Worms
Two types of worm-like SnS2 nano-structures could be found in the SnS2 samples.
The first of these were long, thin structures, composed of stacked sheets of SnS2.
Each sheet had a similar shape to either a 3D Gaussian distribution or a spherical
section and had a diameter between 200 nm and 600 nm (see Figure 3.13 and
Figure 3.16) The sheets demonstrated a high degree of homogeneity in terms of
their shape and dimension. The stacking seemed to follow a coaxial system and
any curvature in the overall nano-worm seemed to be caused by a smooth bending
of the structure. In none of the examined samples was it possible to find intact
nano-worms that contained kinks. Branching between thin nano-worms was also
not visible (see Figure 3.12 and Figure 3.13 for reference). The length of each nano-
worm was different and could vary from as low as several hundreds of nanometres
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up to several micrometres. A sample containing thin-type nano-worms is shown in
Figure 3.12.
Figure 3.12: A synthesised sample of SnS2 containing a large amount of thin-type
nano-worms. Nano-worm lengths varied heavily throughout the sample, while diam-
eters ranged from around 200 nm to 300 nm.
TEM images were very valuable in investigating the interior of the nano-worm
morphology. As can be seen in Figure 3.13, the think-type nano-worms have a solid
interior free from holes and gaps. However, this also made a direct resolution of
the interior difficult under the TEM. In the following discussions, FIB (Focused Ion
Beam) techniques were considered, but not pursued further as there were concerns
with altering the structure, breaking of delicate features and and general contamina-
tion via re-deposition of material. Instead, in separate discussions with microtomy
experts, a possible route via microtomy was explored. However, in a short lab ex-
periment, the resin had difficulty in penetrating all the gaps and therefore wouldn’t
have helped with the support of the delicate nano-worms, making microtomy also
unsuitable.
The synthesis parameters for this type of morphology are summarised in
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Figure 3.13: A TEM image showing a cluster of thin-type nano-worms. These
structures were dense with few openings within the worms themselves. This is in
strong contrast to a second type of nano-worm introduced later.
Table 3.1, which were the standard parameters laid out previously, as the nano-
worms were the central morphology of the investigation. It should be noted that
the dwell time had an impact on the equilibrium between thin- and thick-type nano-
worms, as longer dwell times favoured the thicker-type worms. This was shown using
a short growth study later in the chapter (see Section 3.3.3).
As all other encountered morphologies, apart from the thick- and thin-type
nano-worms, have already been investigated in the literature in terms of their phys-
ical characterisation and lithium ion storage, the project was focused on these two
new nano-structures. Due to their wire-like shape, it was believed that these nano-
worms would have enhanced connectivity properties within electrodes, while ben-
efitting from resistance to volume changes due to their ability to grow and shrink
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effectively. They also provide a theoretically higher packing ratio than the nano-
flowers due to their geometry.
Thick-Type Nano-Worms
The main difference of this morphology to the thin-type worms came in the form
of the dimensions. While thin-type worms had a diameter between 200 and 600
nm, thick-type worms could achieve diameters bigger than 600 nm to well above
1 µm, usually in the range of 1 to 2 µm. Their component sheets, while still
displaying a high degree of homogeneity in terms of stacking and size, were no longer
simple caps, but demonstrated a wave-like behaviour. The amplitude of the waves
increased the further one moved away from the centre of the sheet. As with the
thin-type nano-worms, these structures tended to be quite long and often reached
several micrometres in length. A sample image of such a structure can be seen in
Figure 3.14 using the SEM and an image obtained via STEM bright and dark field
is shown in Figure 3.15.
Figure 3.14: Examples of the thick-type nano-worm morphology. The worms demon-
strated homogeneous diameters of around 1 micrometre, and varied in length. The
contaminating materials could be attributed to remaining reaction by-products in the
sample dispersion.
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Figure 3.15: A bright and dark field image of a thick-type SnS2 nano-worm. The
nano-worm has a diameter of roughly 600 nm.
As mentioned above, the occurrence of this morphology was in combination
with thin-type nano-worms and synthesis conditions and parameters were very sim-
ilar. A shift in the ratio between thin- and thick-type nano-worms could be achieved
via a variation in dwell time, as an increase in dwell time led to a favouring of the
thick-type morphology. It should be noted, however, that a complete suppression
of the production of thin-type nano-worms could not be achieved this way. The
summary of the synthesis conditions are listed in Table 3.3. Since, as previously
mentioned, the nano-worm morphology is a novel discovery, no previous literature
on the topic exist and therefore couldn’t provide possible further routes on how to
affect the ratio between both worm types.
SnS2 Nano-Platelets
As a secondary product of the standard synthesis procedure, often small, single
sheets of SnS2 were encountered. These did not arrange themselves into any partic-
ular structure, but formed small chaotic piles in between the main, larger structures
or along the edges of bigger clusters instead. They were generally shaped in the form
of segments of thin-type worms, with diameters of a few 100 nm. They showed the
characteristic dome-like shape encountered in some of the other morphologies, with
dome heights varying from nearly flat to in between 50 nm to 100 nm, as can be seen
in Figure 3.16. It was possible to measure the outer dimensions of these structures
via SEM, as these particles often got stuck on their side between bigger particles,
making a direct measurement of both diameter and height possible. The platelets
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Parameter Name Parameter Value
Mass of Thioacetamide 90mg
Mass of Tin(IV) chloride hyd. 190mg
Volume of Ethanol 40ml
Dwell Temperature 70◦C
Temperature ramp rate 5◦C per minute
Dwell Time 15 hours
Pressure inside the autoclave ≈ 1.9 bar
Precipitate colour Orange-Brown
Number of washing cycles
with pure Ethanol
4 cycles
Drying Temperature 60◦C
Drying Time 4-6 hours
Final Yield 30-35mg
Table 3.3: A typical synthesis set-up for the production of thick-type nano-worms.
were observed in all samples as a minor side-product. Conditions that correspond
to the synthesis yielding visible concentrations of these are given in Table 3.4.
Figure 3.16: Examples of the SnS2 nano-platelet morphology. Particle diameters
ranged from 200 nm to 250 nm. The platelets were usually found near the edge
of larger structures, in this case a large SnS2 nano-flower in the bottom left hand
corner of the image.
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Parameter Name Parameter Value
Mass of Thioacetamide 90mg
Mass of Tin(IV) chloride hyd. 190mg
Volume of Ethanol 40ml
Dwell Temperature 70-200◦C
Temperature ramp rate 5◦C per minute
Dwell Time 10-15 hours
Pressure inside the autoclave ≈ 1.9 - 31 bar
Precipitate colour Orange-Brown
Number of washing cycles
with pure Ethanol
4 cycles
Drying Temperature 60◦C
Drying Time 4-6 hours
Final Yield Undetermined due to difficulties in
obtaining a pure sample.
Table 3.4: Synthesis conditions which produced the nano-platelet morphology. Nano-
platelets seemed to be a secondary product in all performed syntheses and their syn-
thesis parameters covered a large range of values.
SnS2 Flower-Type Sheets
As the yield of each synthesis of SnS2 was relatively low, a stockpile of samples
was produced and stored in ethanol to allow quick access to larger quantities of
the sample material. When flower-type SnS2 was stored this way in glass sample
vials, the vials were covered by a transparent yellow-orange coating from the inside.
The process was slow, taking several weeks/months to produce a visible coating
(with a more pronounced coating taking longer), with a fine discolouration of the
glass being visible after 14 days and a solid, discernible film appearing after 4 weeks
(however, depending on the synthesis conditions, this may take up to 12 weeks).
To examine this secondary product and to investigate the storage properties of the
samples, sections of the coating were carefully floated off the vials and transferred to
a silicon substrate. The samples were then examined via SEM, and the coating was
found to be of seemingly homogeneous thickness over large sections. The coating
itself was composed of structures similar to that observed in SnS2 nano-flowers, but
spread out across the sample substrate as can be seen in Figure 3.17. The observed
cracking either resulted from the transfer and drying process, or was caused by
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the evaporation of ethanol trapped beneath the sheet during illumination with the
electron beam. The overview of the synthesis conditions for this type of morphology
can be seen in Table 3.5.
Figure 3.17: A cracked (see (A) for examples of such cracks) SnS2 sheet on a silicon
wafer substrate. The structure of the cracks suggested the cause to be contraction
during the drying process. A few SnS2 nano-flowers can be seen resting on top of the
film. The homogeneous contrast suggested a relatively similar thickness of the film
throughout, but unfortunately no direct measurement of this thickness was possible
in these images, as attempts to align the film correctly for such a measurement did
not succeed.
A higher magnification image can be seen in Figure 3.10, where the described
nano-flower sits on a sheet as shown in Figure 3.17, highlighting the similarities
between the two morphologies.
An attempt was made to grow these sheets directly onto a substrate. Two
different types of material were investigated for this reason. First, a glass slide
was introduced into the reaction chamber during a typical synthesis. While a small
amount of coating growth was indeed noted (see Figure 3.18), it proved to be an
inefficient method, as the majority of the material remained in the autoclave. Sec-
ond, an attempt was made to grow the sheets directly onto copper foil in order to
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Parameter Name Parameter Value
Mass of Thioacetamide 90mg
Mass of Tin(IV) chloride hyd. 190mg
Volume of Ethanol 40ml
Dwell Temperature Room Temperature
Dwell Time 7 - 70 days
Pressure inside the autoclave ≈ 1 bar
Precipitate colour Orange-Brown
Number of washing cycles
with pure Ethanol
4 cycles
Drying Temperature 60◦C
Drying Time 4-6 hours
Special Conditions Stored in ethanol for prolonged pe-
riod of time (1-10 weeks)
Final Yield Highly variable. Very low for the
recovery of large sheets, but could
reach up to 30mg if the sheet was
broken into little segments to peel
it off the glass.
Table 3.5: The synthesis parameters for the unaided growth of the flower-type sheet
nano-structure. Samples were produced over several weeks and stored in sealed con-
tainers.
create an easy route towards electrode production and enhanced adhesion proper-
ties. While a certain growth did occur, the sheets were heavily contaminated with
copper due to the strong reaction between the copper substrate and dihydrogen
sulfide. The resulting electrodes had a bluish hue indicative of copper sulfide and
not the desired yellow-brown colour of SnS2.
3.3.2 Statistical Particle Size Analysis
To further investigate the morphological properties of the synthesised structures,
particle size analyses were carried out. As SnS2 nano-flowers [Liu et al. [2010a]]
and nano-platelets [Kim et al. [2007]] had already been characterised by other re-
searchers, and being faced with difficulties of severe cracking of the nano-sheet sam-
ples, the decision was made to focus efforts on the characterisation of the nano-worm
morphologies, which had already been chosen as the main objective of this project.
For this reason, a series of SEM micrographs were prepared from samples grown
under standard synthesis parameters (see Table 3.1). The samples were dispersed
in ethanol and cast onto silicon wafer shards, which were chosen as sample substrate
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Figure 3.18: SnS2 flower-type sheets as grown directly onto glass and then transferred
to the SEM. As cracks occurred during the transfer to the SEM, overlapping of sheets
was common. The varying contrast as seen in the background sheet suggested the
presence of ethanol trapped beneath the sheet, although it withstood illumination with
the beam. The bubbles that can be seen along the edge of the sheet are also caused
by the trapping of ethanol. When illuminated with the beam, the ethanol evaporates
and the bubbles shrink away.
because of their flatness.
All taken micrographs were checked for flat-lying nano-worms, which were
then measured in terms of their length and diameter. The study had to be carried
out by hand due to the complex nature of the particles and as common particle
recognition software, such as plug-ins for the GATAN Digital Micrograph software,
were unable to discern separate particles or produced unreliable results. By dis-
persing nano-worms very thinly on a silicon wafer, it was possible to count single,
flat-lying worms. The dispersing process reduced the development of clusters and
dislodged intertwined nano-worms, although it wasn’t possible to remove all clusters
(as can be seen in Figure 3.19). Branching of worms was not observed.
In total, over 400 different nano-worms were examined by hand and the re-
sults recorded. The results of this study are presented in Figure 3.20 and Figure 3.21
as histograms.
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Figure 3.19: A sample of dispersed SnS2 nano-worms on silicon. A common diffi-
culty was the eagerness of the particles to clump together even at low concentrations
and during slow drying processes.
The analysis of lengths showed that they followed a heavy-tailed quasi-
Gaussian distribution for the synthesis parameters laid out in Table 3.1. The mean
length λLength and its standard deviation σLength were:
λLength = 1124nm (3.9)
σLength = 352nm (3.10)
Similarly, the distribution of diameters also had a heavy-tailed quasi-Gaussian
shape with a mean diameter λDiam. and its standard deviation σDiam. of:
λDiam. = 226nm (3.11)
σDiam. = 44nm (3.12)
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Figure 3.20: Distribution of lengths of 404 measured nano-worms. As can be seen,
the distribution is non-uniform and heavy-tailed quasi-Gaussian.
Figure 3.21: Distribution of diameters of 404 nano-worms. Again, the distribution
is non-uniform and heavy-tailed quasi-Gaussian.
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In order to get a sense of the actual particle volume, measured lengths and
diameters were combined and the volume of each nano-worm calculated using these
values. The results are shown in Figure 3.22. It has to be noted that the calculated
volume corresponded to the cylindrical volume enclosing the nano-worm and not
the volume taken up by the material composing the structure.
Figure 3.22: The enclosing volume was calculated for each measured nano-worm. As
expected, based on the data obtained for length and diameter, the distribution was
again of a heavy-tailed quasi-Gaussian shape.
As expected, the distribution of the calculated volumes was also of heavy-
tailed, quasi-Gaussian nature with a mean volume λV olume and its standard devia-
tion σV olume of:
λV olume = 4.8 ∗ 107nm3 (3.13)
σV olume = 2.8 ∗ 107nm3 (3.14)
These values could have been used to calculate the geometric outer surface
area to volume ratio for an average nano-worm, but it is the actual surface area of the
nano-worm, which is of interest in regard to a large number of physical properties,
such as catalytic or electrochemical properties. However, due to the complex nature
of the morphology, it wasn’t possible to calculate the total surface area of the nano-
worm just by means of SEM imaging. Therefore, an attempt to approximate this
ratio was made using computer simulations and will be discussed in a later section
(see Section 3.4).
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3.3.3 Growth Study of the Formation of Nano-Worms
To better understand the processes behind the formation of the nano-worm mor-
phology, a timed trial was used to investigate the growth mechanism. A sample was
prepared using the standard reactant ratios as laid out in Table 3.1. As performing
the synthesis at elevated temperature in an autoclave would have led to difficulties
in probing the reactant solution, an experiment at room temperature was devised
instead. Once every day, a small amount of the contents of the reaction vessel was
removed and dried under vacuum. It was then examined under the SEM and the
resulting series of images were compared to one another.
After one day of resting, the solution had not yet produced the usual yellow-
brown colour and no solid precipitate could be found. When examining the dried
solution under the SEM, it was possible to discern elongated thin structures as
visible in Figure 3.23, some of which reached lengths of up to 2 microns.
Figure 3.23: A SEM image of the dried sample of the reaction solution after the first
day. A large number of long and thin structures is visible in the image. Additionally,
long, cuboid structures can be seen in the image, which are caused by the remaining
initial reactants.
Unfortunately, a high level of contamination could not be avoided, as the
nature of the sample did not allow for an effective washing process. This was due
to the thin particles being too small to be effectively retained even with nano-
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pore filters during the washing process. The observed early formation of long axial
structures suggested a primary growth along the axis of the nano-worm.
After leaving the solution to react at room temperature for 4 days, a light,
yellow-brown precipitate was visible. Imaging under the SEM, as can be seen in
Figure 3.24, revealed the presence of formed worm-like structures, which had shape,
length and diameter consistent with thin-type nano-worms. Therefore, this sug-
gested a change from an axial growth to radial growth, which caused an increase
of diameter of the particles. Unfortunately, the cleaning cycle still proved to be
ineffective and, if conducted, led to a high loss in sample material. The length and
flatness of the visible structures suggested that the initial growth had indeed oc-
curred preferentially in axial and not radial direction. Noteworthy was also that the
length of the present structures had not significantly increased compared to those
observed in the 1-day reaction time sample.
After 7 days, SEM imaging showed that the sample was composed of the
usually encountered thin-type nano-worm morphology (see Figure 3.25). The sed-
iment had the expected yellow-brown colour and it was possible to carry out the
washing cycles as usual. Noteworthy was the high homogeneity of the sample and
without any significant presence of any other competing morphologies.
Figure 3.24: A SEM image of the sample after allowing the reaction to take place
over the course of 4 days at room temperature. As the cleaning cycle was too waste-
ful, only light contamination removal was possible.
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Figure 3.25: The dried sample, as seen under the SEM, after allowing the reaction
to run for 7 days at room temperature. The common nano-worm morphology is now
clearly present.
After 13 days, as can be seen in Figure 3.26, the nano-worms had gained
in diameter, but not discernibly in length. The most obvious change occurred in
the overall shape of the nano-worms, as can be seen by comparison between the
appearance of the nano-worms in Figure 3.25, where the nano-worm perimeters
are flat with a circular circumference, and Figure 3.26, where the perimeters show
the characteristic frills of the thick nano-worms. In particular the onset of the
development of the frill-like structures in nano-worms belonging to the thin-type
category strongly suggested a link between the two nano-worms.
Therefore, the study showed that the growth of thin- and thick-type nano-
worm morphologies was linked to one another. The initial growth occurred axially
through the creation of a thin precursor, which reached lengths of up to 2 microns.
Over the next days, these precursors grew in diameter as the continued synthesis
caused the creation of additional SnS2. After 7 days, they took the shape of the usual
thin-type nano-worms as encountered after the typical synthesis (as can be seen in
Table 3.1). These then slowly grew further in diameter, but under the creation of
the frilly outer perimeter encountered in thick-type nano-worms. As these samples
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Figure 3.26: A SEM image of the washed reaction products taken after 13 days of
reaction time.
grew at room temperature, it should be noted that under higher temperatures,
the creation of, and transition between, the nano-worm morphologies would have
occurred at a higher speed.
3.3.4 3D Morphological Analysis via Electron Tomography
To further deepen the understanding of the 3D set-up of the worm-type morpholo-
gies, a standard electron tomography investigation was undertaken using a 2100
JEOL transmission electron microscope. The aim was to obtain a 3D computer-
reconstructed model based on a series of tilted images of the sample morphology. A
series of tilt images were obtained from a thick-type nano-worm using a single tilt
holder between the angles of +70 degrees and -70 degrees with a 1 degree step. The
resultant 141 HAADF STEM images were then reconstructed using SIRT. Unfortu-
nately, the reconstruction algorithm failed for our nanoarticles, possibly due to the
high complexity of the particles.
However, it was decided to further pursue this experiment and to send a set
of samples to Prof. Dr. Matthew Weyland at the Monash University in Melbourne,
Australia, a well known expert in the field of electron tomography. The sample
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sent included three prepared lacey-carbon grids containing thick-type nano-worms
at varying particle densities. Prof. Weyland used his expertise to successfully gen-
erate 3D representations of the particles. For this, 75 HAADF STEM images were
recorded between the angles of +74 degrees and -74 degrees using a 2 degree step on
a FEI Titan ’Cubed’ 80-300 at 300keV. The algorithms used for the reconstruction
were both SIRT (40 iterations) and IBF, as discussed in Chapter 2. The results were
a set of ADF electron tomography reconstructions, an example of which is shown in
Figure 3.27.
Figure 3.27: A snapshot of the 3D electron tomography reconstruction of a thick-
type SnS2 nano-worm. The reconstruction was made by Prof. Weyland of Monash
University, Australia.
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Annular dark field electron tomography (ADF ET) models were transformed
by Prof. Weyland into 3D computer graphical models of the nano-worms. As can be
seen in Figure 3.28, each segment was composed of a central, smooth mound, which
then flared out into a wave-like skirt around the centre. Furthermore, Figure 3.28
illustrates nicely that the sheets formed a circular cylinder, unlike what had been
reported for singular crystalline sheets of SnS2, which were shown to form hexagonal
platelets [Zhai et al. [2011]]. The information gained from these reconstructions was
used to refine topological computer models, described in Section 3.4.2. Unfortu-
nately, at the time of writing of this thesis, advanced electron tomography models
that allow a slicing and sectioning of the structure to further illuminate the internal
structure were still in production and therefore could not be used to calculate the
total surface area and investigate the internal structure of the nano-worms.
Figure 3.28: A computer-generated 3D model obtained through electron tomogra-
phy by Prof. Weyland. The nano-worms formed cylindrical structures, unlike the
hexagonal shape reported for singular SnS2 platelets [Zhai et al. [2011]].
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3.4 Surface Area Determination of SnS2 Nano-Worms
3.4.1 Surface Area to Volume Ratio Measurement via the Brunauer-
Emmett-Teller Method
The next method to determine the surface area of the nano-worm morphology was
the Brunauer-Emmett-Teller (BET) method. Since the amount of material syn-
thesised during each synthesis was small, and the error incurred by using BET is
inversely linked to the amount of material under investigation, it was necessary to
create a sufficiently large stockpile of SnS2 nano-powder. It was decided to stockpile
a total amount of 300 mg of SnS2, roughly corresponding to 10 synthesis runs. Each
batch was independently examined via SEM to ensure that the morphology of the
sample was indeed of the worm-type, as seen in Figure 3.29:
Figure 3.29: A SEM image representing the morphological composition of the mate-
rial used in the BET experiments.
The 10 different batches were washed and combined into a single sample,
which was then dried under vacuum at 40◦C overnight to remove any remaining
volatile contaminants and subsequently subjected to a further decontamination pro-
cess using liquid helium. Afterwards the helium-cleaned sample was transferred to
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the BET measuring apparatus [Micromeritics ASAP 2020 Surface Area and Poros-
ity Analyser]. In order to ensure that each experimental run was performed only on
pristine material, each utilized sample was discarded after use.
Upon evaluation of the experimental data obtained through several exper-
iments, it became clear that the material was not suitable for investigation using
BET. A sample isotherm collected from the studies is shown in Figure 3.30. As can
be observed, the partial pressure plot actually dropped below zero before rising up
towards its maximum again. This result would indicate that the sample released, at
certain partial pressures, more nitrogen than it had adsorbed, leading to a negative
value of adsorbed quantity, which is unphysical. Due to careful cleaning cycles, it
was possible to exclude contamination as a possible cause for this and discussions
with BET specialists also yielded no satisfactory answer, even when trying to ac-
count for micro-pores [Hammond and Conner [2013]]. However, micro-pores had
not been observed in the samples via either SEM or TEM. Unfortunately, this phe-
nomenon occurred exactly in the measuring range used for the application of the
BET method and thus neither computer- nor man-performed evaluations could pro-
vide a sensible value for the surface area that could be linked to observations using
other techniques. Despite further efforts to overcome or explain this phenomenon,
it was not possible to find a suitable explanation. Consequently, computational
methods were chosen to approximate the overall surface area.
3.4.2 Surface Area Modelling of SnS2 Nano-Worms via Computa-
tional Simulation
Atomic Position Approach
The initial approach was to model the structure of SnS2 nano-worms by looking
into specific atomic positions and working up a structural model from there. The
basic unit cell for an undisturbed crystal of SnS2 is well described in literature
[Schlu¨ter and Schlu¨ter [1973]] and a sample structure of SnS2 is shown in Figure 3.31.
Based on the information gathered through the statistical size study (as presented
in Section 3.3.2), this cell could be expanded to a single-layer square sheet of SnS2
with a side-length of 600 nm, which was then clipped to produce a circular disk.
This idealistic representation in form of a circular disk was then transformed
to take the shape of a SnS2 nano-worm segment. The aim of this was to generate a
computer supported simulation of the structure to highlight the presence of faults,
dislocations and strain to account for the overall shape of the morphology and
to then provide a base for the calculation of lithium ion intercalation routes and
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Figure 3.30: A collected nitrogen-adsorption isotherm for a sample of SnS2. Note-
worthy is that the central-left section of the isotherm, normally used for BET anal-
ysis, is dipping below 0, and therefore not exploitable. The enlarged cut-out shows
the two sections, red for the release cycle and yellow for the adsorption cycle, where
the isotherm drops below 0.
mechanisms. Molecular dynamics simulations were carried out by a separate group
around Elena Bichoutskaia at the University of Nottingham, but were not completed
in the time-frame of this project.
For the calculations performed at Warwick, a script using the MATLAB
software package was written. Input parameters included the measured diameter of
nano-worms and thickness of the disk in the number of molecular layers within the
segment. Based on these parameters, the program expanded the SnS2 unit cell to
form a circular disk of the desired diameter and thickness. The atomic positions
within this disk were adjusted to give it the shape of a 3D Gaussian distribution
around its centre, as depicted in Figure 3.32:
To complete the simulation additional layers were placed on top of the struc-
ture, which resulted in a stack of layers (similar to the one in Figure 3.32), each
separated by 0.59 nm from its neighbours (distance between tin atoms). By stack-
ing several single layers on top of one another, it is possible to create a single sheet
segment of a nano-worm. Nevertheless, there was a drawback to this approach.
While it was possible to recreate the global structure of a single hat-like segment,
its internal structure was still composed of partially distorted ideal unit cells. To
describe the effects of these distortions correctly, further inputs would have been
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Figure 3.31: A representation of the atomic positions of tin (purple spheres) and sul-
fur (yellow spheres) atoms in SnS2 as produced using [Schlu¨ter and Schlu¨ter [1973]].
needed to account for the curvature of the structure caused by defects and strain
effects. As this information was not available, it was not possible to pursue this
approach further.
An additional problem of this approach was that for a full simulation of a
hat-like segment with a diameter of 600 nm and containing 15 layers of SnS2 it was
necessary to take a number of atomic lattice positions into consideration in the order
of magnitude of 107, which made the handling of the respective data files and the
necessary calculations using standard software practically impossible. The value
of 15 layers was chosen to represent a particularly small sheet thickness. Sheets
thicknesses varied from sample to sample, but lay below 60 nm (as can be seen in
Figure 3.15 for example), which would correspond to roughly 100 layers based on
the layer spacing of 0.59 nm per layer as mentioned above. By choosing this lower
value of 15 layers, a lower bound estimate could be established for the contribution
of exposed edges to the overall surface area. The thickness does not have an impact
on the contribution by the top and bottom surface of the sheet.
In order to circumvent these problems, it was decided to treat each SnS2 layer
as a separate surface, as is described in the next section. Finite element simulations
were considered, but not carried out in the time-frame of this project.
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Figure 3.32: A representation of atomic positions in a circular single layer of SnS2,
modified to take the shape of a 3D Gaussian surface. Atoms coloured in yellow
represent sulfur, while tin atoms are shown in purple.
Topological Approach
The topological mathematical approach to approximate the total surface area of
a nano-worm followed a similar route as the atomic position approach described
above. It is of particular interest to find a mathematical approximation of the
structure, as it not only allows the direct calculation of surface areas and volumes,
but also provides a means to mathematically investigate the relation between the
topology and the electrochemical properties. It could also be very useful as a means
of elucidating the growth mechanism and potential differences that can arise due to
variations in the synthesis parameters.
As a first step, a circular plane of radius rmax was defined in the X-Y plane
of an orthogonal coordinate system and transformed into the shape of a three di-
mensional Gaussian distribution with height h, as can be seen in Figure 3.33. This
made the computational handling of the surface much easier and allowed for full-
size models to be handled. Even the simultaneous handling of several surfaces was
possible, which allowed for the modelling of not only a single sheet, but a full nano-
worm. In this first step, the model was designed to roughly reproduce the overall
shape of observed sheets in nano-worms (see for example Figure 3.28), while specific
values for the parameters were not yet introduced. In subsequent stages, values ob-
tained through comparison with experimental data were introduced, such as electron
tomography and measurements obtained via SEM.
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Figure 3.33: A circular 3D Gaussian distribution with a radius of 300 nm, as used in
the topological approach to modelling a nano-worm. The colour scheme represents
the distance from the centre in nanometres and was used to facilitate viewing.
Several further parameters were introduced to enhance the model. As can
be seen from the SEM images (see Figure 3.14 and Figure 3.15) taken of the nano-
worms, the structures exhibit a wave-like outer perimeter, similar to frills on a skirt.
To model this, a displacement ∆z of data points in the z-direction was applied.
This displacement was a modified sine wave with periodic boundary conditions to
allow the wave to close in on itself. Further, the amplitude of the wave was made
dependent on the distance of the data point to the centre of the disc r. The values of
the amplitude ranged from 0 nm to a user-specified value Aamp. The displacement
∆z perpendicular to the X-Y plane was thus given by:
∆z(r(x, y),Φ(x, y)) = Aamp ∗ r(x, y)
rmax
∗ sin(Φ(x, y) ∗ 2 ∗ q) (3.15)
Here, q was a parameter set by the user and governed the number of peaks in
the amplitude of the wave. Φ was the rotation angle of the point around the z-axis
and ensured that the sine wave was always periodic and had no discontinuities along
the perimeter of the surface.
A further parameter introduced in the model was an off-set roff . As observed
in the nano-worms (for example see Figure 3.28), the displacement ∆z occurred
along the outer perimeter of the nano-sheets, but it dropped from its maximal
value at the perimeter to 0 nm before the centre of the sheet was reached. As a
consequence, it became necessary to define the radius at which the model began
to include the displacement ∆z from its original 3D Gaussian shape. roff/rmax
was manually chosen for each simulation to allow for slight variations in the off-set
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parameter for separate sheets, and usual values were found to lie in the range of 0.3-
0.4 by trial and error. If chosen appropriately, the model described objects/shapes
as shown in Figure 3.34. It was now possible to rewrite Equation (3.15) as:
Φ = Φ(x, y) (3.16)
r = r(x, y) (3.17)
∆z(r,Φ) = Aamp ∗ r
rmax
∗ sin(Φ ∗ 2 ∗ q) ∗max{ (r − roff
rmax − roff ; 0} (3.18)
Figure 3.34: A modelled SnS2 surface after inclusion of all separate parameters. The
colour scale here was used for ease of viewing and represents the displacement from
the X-Y plane in nanometres.
Using the results from images obtained through electron microscopy, it was
possible to determine a set of parameters, which fitted the model to observed struc-
tures. Particularly good fits were achieved when making comparisons using the data
obtained via electron tomography, as can be seen in Figure 3.28.
Based on this, an attempt was made to model a full nano-worm. To do this,
several of these modified Gaussian surfaces were stacked on top of each other. A
distance of 60 nm between adjacent sheets was chosen based on experimental data,
but variations in these distances occurred naturally without having a significant
influence on the overall surface area in the model. This value was not obtained via
a direct measurement via TEM, as TEM was not able to resolve the inner structure
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and distances within the worms as can be seen in Figure 3.15, but instead via a
manual process of trial and error based on comparison between simulated worms
and the data obtained from electron tomography. As can be seen in Figure 3.25, the
central sheets sit very closely together, often touching their neighbours. However, in
Figure 3.26, wide gaps appear between the sheets as they continue to grow. Future
work could help to further elucidate the exact stacking mechanism, in particular in
regard to how each surface touches its neighbours.
In order to calculate the overall surface area of each nano-worm, it was
necessary to calculate the surface area of each component sheet. As this would
have been computationally very intensive, the approach used the assumption that
each sheet can be replaced by a template sheet, with a surface area of the average
area of the actual sheets and a representative shape. To approximate reality, a
phase shift Srot was introduced, which rotated each sheet slightly. This modified
Equation (3.18) to:
Φ = Φ(x, y) (3.19)
r = r(x, y) (3.20)
∆z(r,Φ) = Aamp ∗ r
rmax
∗ sin(Φ ∗ 2 ∗ q + Srot) ∗max{ (r − roff
rmax − roff ; 0} (3.21)
In the code, Srot was calculated in a random fashion and limited appropri-
ately to ensure that no overlap between neighbouring sheets occurred. The effective
rotation resultant from this lay in the range of 50 - 100 milliradian. By additionally
randomly shifting the centre of each consecutive sheet by small amounts of a few
nanometres in the x-y plane, the model came even closer to matching real structures.
The final result is shown in Figure 3.35.
The result of the simulation could now be used to match a full nano-worm as
observed with electron tomography to a simulated counterpart. The result of this
can be seen in Figure 3.36:
The model as described so far, did not yet account for the individual thickness
of each sheet, which still needed to be taken into consideration. This had two main
reasons. First, it provided an additional surface area and therefore needed to be
included. Second, this surface area was of a different nature as it consisted of open
edges of the SnS2 layers as opposed the closed surfaces on the top and bottom of
the segments. This could have an impact on its physical properties (in particular
with regards to the intercalation properties of lithium ions into the structure) and
thus also needed to be considered.
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Figure 3.35: The full nano-worm simulation using all parameters with a small ro-
tational phase shift Srot. The colour scheme corresponds to the distance from the
central axis in nanometres.
To do this, a parameter t was introduced to represent the thickness of each
sheet in numbers of SnS2 layers. While it is technically possible to have a single
sheet of SnS2, this was never observed during our experiments. As discussed in the
previous section, sheet thicknesses varied from sample to sample, but never exceeded
60 nm. Similar to the previous approach, it was possible to estimate a lower bound
by choosing a low value for t, which was kept at 15 layers as for the atomic position
approach. The separation between layers was taken to be the theoretical value as
discussed in Schlu¨ter and Schlu¨ter [1973].
After having chosen all parameters accordingly, based on trial and error with
the aim to best replicate TEM and SEM results, the model was used to calculate
the overall surface area of a nano-worm.
First, the length of the structure’s perimeter needed to be determined. Start-
ing point for this was that for any given arc of a function y = f(x), the length of
this arc between x = a and x = b can be calculated using the following equation
[Bronstein and Semendjajew [1984]]:
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Figure 3.36: A comparison between a simulated and an observed SnS2 nano-worm.
lengtharc =
∫ b
a
√
1 +
(
dy
dx
)2
dx (3.22)
By subdividing the interval from a to b into sufficiently small steps, the in-
tegral in Equation (3.22) could be replaced by a finite sum, whereby allowing the
calculation of an approximation of the length of a complex curve numerically. The
precision of the calculation increased with the number of increasingly smaller steps
used. In the calculations steps of ∆x = 0.01 nm were used compared to common
interval lengths for (a, b) in the range of hundreds of nanometres, which were suffi-
ciently small to expect good values for the perimeter calculation. Multiplying the
arc length value by the thickness of the segments was a good measure for the surface
area around the sides of the nano-sheet structures.
The calculation of the top and bottom surfaces of each segment was done
by covering the surface with small triangles generated by using an algorithm based
on Delauney triangulation [Lee and Schachter [1980]], which used all known data
points on the surface to construct such triangles between all neighbouring points.
By calculating the surface area of all these triangles, this algorithm was used to
approximate the overall surface area of the complex 3D surface of the SnS2 nano-
worm morphology.
The results of this simulation, together with a listing of all relevant user-set
parameters are shown in Table 3.6.
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Parameter Parameter Value
Nano-worm radius rmax 300nm
Height of Gaussian h 90nm
Number of SnS2 sheet segments 15
Distance between adjacent sheets 60nm
‘Curl’ parameter q 3
Maximum ‘curl’ amplitude Aamp 20nm
Off-set parameter
r−roff
rmax−roff 0.4 (120 nm)
Segment thickness t 15 layers
Calculated surface area (top and bottom) 9.96 x106nm2
Calculated surface area (thickness) 3.24 x105nm2
Calculated total surface area 1.03 x107nm2
Table 3.6: A breakdown of simulation parameters and the calculated total surface
area.
The simulated structure is shown in Figure 3.37 for reference:
Figure 3.37: The result of a full simulation of a nano-worm, including slight bending
and segment rotation. The colours indicate the distance from the worm axis.
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By having a mathematical model of the nano-worms, it will be possible to
differentiate between different types of nano-worms based on their surface areas.
Furthermore, it will allow the investigation of variations in growth parameters lead-
ing to increased frill development or wider sheet spacings, and will allow a mechanism
to directly compare the structure to other SnS2 nano-structures. In particular by
matching variations in synthesis parameters and variations in the adapted models, it
will be possible to link specific synthesis conditions to particular growth features. A
further advantage of having a mathematical model of the structure is to investigate
optimal packing arrangements for nano-worms leading to a potential enhancement
of electrode performance in terms of connectivity and storage density. It may also
be used to investigate the effect of volume variations during electrochemical cycling.
As the nano-worm structures (which were later processed into electrodes for
lithium ion batteries) often arranged themselves chaotically in a sample, it was
difficult to derive a consistent value for the overall surface area in a specific sample
volume. It was, however, possible to calculate an estimate of a theoretical maximal
value based on the following four main assumptions:
1. Each worm was considered to be a representation of an average-sized worm.
2. Each worm was considered to be a hard cylinder for the purposes of packing
it in a given sample volume.
3. Each cylinder was long enough to fill the length of the entire sample volume.
4. All cylinders were stacked parallel to each other and obeyed the rules of optimal
hexagonal packing. (see Figure 3.38)
The cylinder cross-section could now be used to calculate the overall number
of cylinders in a given sample volume. Optimal close packing has got a coverage
density of (assuming large volumes to ignore edge effects) [Chang and Wang [2010]]:
ηhex =
√
3
6
pi = 0.906899... (3.23)
For a diameter of 600 nm per worm cylinder, which corresponded to the
values measured in the samples of thick nano-worms, this gave a cross-sectional
area of approximately 2.83 ∗ 105 nm2. Therefore, thin and flat cross-sectional layers
of sample material contained Nworms = 3.21∗1012 different nano-worm cross-sections
per square metre.
For the parameters listed in Table 3.6, the number of constituent segments
for each nano-worm with a length of 1 m could be calculated using:
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Figure 3.38: Idealised hexagonal packing of SnS2 nano-worm cylinders in a closed
volume.
Nsegment =
109 − 60
90
= 1.11 ∗ 107 (3.24)
Each segment made a contribution of 7.06 ∗ 105 nm2 to the overall surface
area, of which 2.16 ∗ 104 nm2 was due to the exposed edges around the perimeter of
the structure. Thus, the overall area of this 1 m long nano-worm was:
STot = 7.06 ∗ 105 ∗ 1.11 ∗ 107nm2 = 7.84 ∗ 1012nm2 = 7.84 ∗ 10−6m2 (3.25)
This allowed the calculation of the value of the surface area to volume ratio
(S/V )worms for this particular kind of morphology:
(
S
V
)
worms
=
STot ∗Nworms
1m3
=
2.52 ∗ 107m2
m3
(3.26)
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It should be kept in mind that this value was based on an idealised arrange-
ment of idealised SnS2 nano-worms and will therefore not be reflected fully in reality.
As the nano-worms usually arrange themselves chaotically and exhibit a variable di-
ameter, the true value for each sample may be slightly different, but should still be
of the same order of magnitude.
To put this value into context, it was compared to the surface area to volume
ratio of other materials. Commercially available Super P Carbon Black (which was
used for electrode manufacture) had a surface area of 62 m2/g and a density of
160 kg/m3. Therefore, the surface area to volume ratio was:
(
S
V
)
SuperP
= 62000
m2
kg
∗ 160 kg
m3
=
9.92 ∗ 106m2
m3
(3.27)
Thus, a sample of SnS2 nano-worms with an average diameter of 600 nm had
a surface area to volume ratio roughly in the same order of magnitude as that of
commercially available Super P Carbon Black.
This concluded the work on the physical characterisation of the synthesised
SnS2 nano-particles. The next part of the work was the electrochemical testing of
these nano-particles.
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Chapter 4
Electrochemical Properties of
SnS2
The basic electrochemistry of a cell containing tin disulfide and lithium was well-
known thanks to the wealth of research conducted on the system.
The cell reaction at the lithium electrode was:
Li↔ Li+ + e− (4.1)
Thus, for each mole of lithium atoms in the electrode, it was possible to
release one mole of electrons. This gave a theoretical charge capacity of 3860 mAh/g
for lithium [Fauteux and Koksbang [1993]].
The reaction occurring at the opposite electrode was slightly more complex
as it was split into two separate steps, one reversible and one irreversible. Upon the
first charge, the transported lithium reacted with both the tin and the sulfur:
SnS2 + 4Li
+ + 4e− → Sn+ 2Li2S (4.2)
Sn+ xLi+ + xe− ↔ LixSn where (0 < x < 4.4) (4.3)
The first reaction was irreversible. The lithium ions used up by it contributed
to the construction of a Li2S structural matrix that held the tin atoms in place. The
second reaction was reversible and was the reaction that enabled the cell to store
and release energy.
The theoretical maximum charge capacity of the cell during the first charge
cycle could be calculated by considering an electron transfer of 8.4 electrons per
molecule of SnS2:
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C0,theo =
8.4 ∗ 6.022 ∗ 1023 ∗ 1.6 ∗ 10−19
182.81
As
g
≈ 1230mAh
g
(4.4)
Likewise, the theoretical maximal charge capacity of every ith consecutive
cycle could be calculated by assuming a maximal electron transfer of 4.4 electrons
per molecule of SnS2:
Ci,theo =
4.4 ∗ 6.022 ∗ 1023 ∗ 1.6 ∗ 10−19
182.81
As
g
≈ 644mAh
g
(4.5)
As mentioned in Chapter 1, modern SnS2 electrodes could come very close
to reaching this reversible value.
4.1 Initial Testing
The initial tests of the synthesised SnS2 nano-powders were performed using a
Swagelok-based cell system, as is briefly described below.
4.1.1 Electrode Manufacture
After having synthesised the active SnS2 electrode material, it was washed repeat-
edly using ethanol to remove all reaction by-products. It was then subjected to a
brief SEM analysis to determine the prevalent SnS2 morphologies and to check for
any significant contamination. If no contamination could be observed via EDS, the
sample was deemed to be of a satisfying purity, as, for example, the sample shown in
Figure 4.1, and it was dried overnight under vacuum at 60 ◦C and then introduced
into an argon-filled glove-box, where it underwent a final drying process to ensure
that no trapped water molecules remained in the sample.
A drawback of using powders in electrodes as opposed to bulk material was
that powders can suffer from connectivity issues between neighbouring grains. It
was therefore a standard procedure to mix a powdered active material with a con-
duction enhancer to ensure good conduction throughout the electrode. Ideally, the
conduction enhancer should have a minimal influence on the chemistry within the
cell. The most commonly utilised material in electrode manufacture for lithium ion
batteries was carbon black. Carbon black are small, amorphous particles of con-
ductive carbon that settle in between the bigger nano-particles of SnS2 and thereby
provide an electric connection between them. Super P Carbon Black as supplied by
Alfa Aesar was used during this project.
Structural integrity was another big issue for powder-based electrodes as
nano-particles were free to move and only held in place by their friction against one
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Figure 4.1: A SEM image of a nano-worm sample as used in electrode manufacture.
The pre-dominant morphology were the nano-worms, including both thin- and thick-
type worms.
another. In a dried electrode, this might have provided enough structural stabil-
ity to maintain a cohesive structure, but the use of liquid electrolytes could lower
the friction between the particles and therefore cause the electrode to disintegrate
quickly. This problem was further exacerbated by volume changes of the nano-
particles within the active material during cell cycling, causing movement within
the electrode. The easiest solution to this problem was to use a glue or binder.
However, the glue had to have several important properties. As the conduction
enhancer mentioned above, it had to be non-reactive and was not allowed to inter-
fere with the internal cell chemistry. Furthermore, it had to be sufficiently flexible
to allow the SnS2 nano-particles to grow and shrink without losing hold of them,
and it had to be ensured that the electrode remained sufficiently porous to allow
easy lithium diffusion into the bulk. Finally, the glue had to be resistant to the
strong organic solvents that constituted the carrier liquid of the battery electrolyte.
The choice of material as binder was polyvinylidene fluoride (PVDF), which was a
highly non-reactive thermoplastic polymer and had seen widespread use in lithium
ion cells. The PVDF used in this project was supplied by Sigma Aldrich (average
molecular weight of 534,000 by GPC, powder).
All materials were placed inside an argon-filled glove-box to ensure the ex-
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clusion of water and were mixed using a small mortar and pestle to break up clumps
of powder. In the process, special care had to be taken to ensure that the active
material morphologies were not ground up or destroyed. After mixing the yellow
(SnS2), black (carbon black) and white (PVDF) powders, the result was a dark
grey, sticky powder with a homogeneous colour distribution. The ratios between
the active material, binder and conduction enhancer varied widely in the literature,
but the active material normally accounted for more than 50% of the final product,
while binder and conduction enhancer made up the difference in equal amounts. A
ratio between the three components that is widely used is 70:15:15 by weight (SnS2
: carbon black : PVDF), which was also adopted as the standard in this project. A
breakdown of this is illustrated in Table 4.1.
Material Name Chosen Ratio [% w/w] Weight [mg]
Tin Disulfide (SnS2) 70% 33 mg
Carbon Black (C) 15% 7.07 mg
Polyvinylidene Fluoride
(C2H2F2)poly
15% 7.07 mg
Table 4.1: Breakdown of material weights for an average synthesis yield of 33 mg of
SnS2. The total dry weight of the produced electrode was approximately 47 mg.
The produced electrode powder needed to be processed into a slurry that
could be cast onto a current collector and thinly spread out without the occurrence
of gaps or holes. In order to create the slurry, the electrode powder was mixed with
an organic solvent, which could be evaporated off after casting. The solvent used for
this purpose was N-methyl pyrrolidinone (NMP), which is widely used in electrode
fabrication. Further care needed to be taken to ensure that the right amount of
solvent was used. When too little of the solvent was used, the electrode was difficult
to cast, resulting in severe cracking during the drying phase. Using too much of the
solvent caused problems for the creation of electrodes with homogeneous thickness.
By trial and error it was possible to establish that 5 to 7 drops from a standard 10 ml
laboratory pipette (0.25-0.35 ml) was a sufficiently good amount to use for 50mg of
slurry powder. The NMP was supplied by Sigma Aldrich (1-Methyl-2-pyrrolidinone,
biotech. grade, >99.5%).
The slurry was then spread over a copper current collector (copper was used
as current collector for anodes, while aluminium was used as current collector in
casting cathodes). A thin copper foil (99% copper) of 25 µm thickness was used.
When the slurry was spread out, special care had to be taken to ensure an even
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surface was available to work with, by either a very steady hand or the use of a
doctor blade. The copper foil was obtained from Alfa Aesar (Copper foil, 0.025 mm
(0.001 in) thick, Puratronic, 99.999% (metal basis)).
Subsequently, the foil and its electrode coating were inserted into a vacuum
furnace and dried at 40 ◦C under vacuum (800 mbar) for at least 4 hours. At higher
temperatures or stronger vacuums the drying process proceeded too rapidly, which
resulted in cracks in the electrode surface.
Following this last step, the electrode was ready to be used in a test cell once
it had been cut to size. The trimmings were used to examine the electrode structure
via SEM. An example image of this kind is shown in Figure 4.2. Here, a side-on
view of the electrode interface is visible. As can be seen, the addition of both the
carbon black and the PVDF have caused the creation of a connected and porous
electrode surface.
Figure 4.2: A tilted, side-on view of an electrode surface. Noteworthy was that the
bigger SnS2 nano-worms seemed to have survived the manufacturing process, while
the thin-type worms had largely broken up into shorter segments. This, however, did
not significantly change the overall surface area of the active material, and should
not impact the battery performance.
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4.1.2 Electrolyte Mixing
Based on a comprehensive literature review, as discussed in the introduction sec-
tion of this project, the choice was made to use lithium hexafluorophosphate LiPF6
as battery cell electrolyte. As carrier solvent for the electrolyte, a combination of
ethylene carbonate (EC) and diethyl carbonate (DEC) (the ratio of EC:DEC was
set at 1:1 w/w) was chosen. Even though ethylene carbonate was solid at room
temperature, the combination with diethyl carbonate created a clear, non-viscous
liquid. The overall electrode concentration was set at 1M LiPF6 and the powdered
LiPF6 was added to the solvent carrier. Dissolution was slow, but by regular ag-
itation over several hours it was possible to remove any remaining sediments. All
three components were obtained commercially from Sigma Aldrich ( Lithium hex-
afluorophosphate, battery grade, >99.99% trace metals basis; Ethylene carbonate,
anhydrous, 99%; Diethyl carbonate, anhydrous, >99%).
As electrolytes based on lithium hexafluorophosphate degrade with prolonged
storage time [Takami et al. [1992]], it was necessary to mix fresh batches of elec-
trolytes every four weeks. This time interval varies with the storage conditions
of the electrolyte. If exposed to heat or direct sunlight, degradation could occur
rapidly. Under the right storage conditions, however, degradation is a slow process
and accompanied by a change of colour in the electrolyte solution from colourless to
various degrees of yellow (from very light yellow to almost orange). If left unstirred,
large crystals could be seen to grow, making the continued use of the electrolyte
inadvisable (pierced separators and unwanted cell reactions could result from this).
By ensuring the production of a fresh batch every four weeks, it was possible to use
the electrolyte before colour changes or crystal growth set in.
4.1.3 The Swagelok Test Cell
The first prototype cell for the testing of the electrode material was based on an old
design, which relied on a combination of pipe fittings [Mun˜oz-Rojas et al. [2007]].
In reference to the big supplier of these, this design was often referred to as the
‘Swagelok cell’. The cell body consisted of a single piece of pipe with two open
ends, which was coated internally by a thin, non-reactive plastic film to isolate the
cell electrically from its casing and to prevent any possible reactions between the
cell components and the case. All internal components of the cell were mounted in
the centre of the pipe and held in place by two big metal plungers, which ensured
a good connection between the electrodes. The plungers were kept in place by a
set of seals and O-rings to ensure that the cell was completely sealed off from the
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ambient environment, and then fixed by a set of heavy duty nuts. Their purpose
was to ensure that in case of an internal pressure build-up, the plungers would
not explosively leave the cell. Both plungers could be connected to experimental
equipment, such as potentiostats or galvanostats. An example of a Swagelok cell
is shown in Figure 4.3, which also shows a schematic cross-section of the cell (CE
stands for ’Counter Electrode’):
Figure 4.3: A schematic view of a test cell based on the ‘Swagelok’ design. Care had
to be taken, especially with these metal based cells, that no direct electric connection
between the two plungers was possible. CE/Li stands for ’Counter Electrode/Lithium
Electrode (as the common counter electrodes in this set-up are lithium electrodes).
Adapted from [Mun˜oz-Rojas et al. [2007]].
In order to avoid the danger of an internal short-circuit altogether, a Swagelok
design based on Teflon instead of stainless steel was chosen, thus making all the
parts of the cell casing (apart from the plungers) electrically insulating. The cells (a
two-electrode set-up for galvanostatic cycling and a three-electrode set-up for cyclic
voltammetry) are shown in Figure 4.4:
The use of Teflon instead of stainless steel made the cells considerably safer
to handle, while still providing a sealed, and electrically insulated, environment.
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Figure 4.4: The two Swagelok-type test cells based on Teflon designed for this project.
4.1.4 Cell Assembly
A cell was assembled in three consequential steps, all of which required execution
in a glove-box under the exclusion of water. The first step was to mount the active
electrode. For this, the electrode foil, consisting of the copper foil substrate and its
electrode slurry coating, was cut to size. The inner diameter of the Teflon Swagelok
cells were 9 mm in size, so circular disks of an equal diameter were cut from the
foil. Care had to be taken as the electrode slurry proved to be very brittle. The
electrode disk was then mounted on one of the metal plungers and covered with
an appropriately cut battery separator sheet. For the investigation a Celgard 2400
separator film was used, which was composed of porous polypropylene. Should the
cell reach a temperature that could cause it to enter thermal-runaway, the separator
would melt, causing the pores to seal shut, whereby insulating both electrodes from
each other and shutting the cell down.
The second step was the injection of the electrolyte solution into the test
cell. Lithium ion cell electrodes did not need to be submerged in the electrolyte,
but required only enough electrolyte to wet the electrodes and separator through-
out. Therefore, only a few drops of the electrolyte solution were used during each
experiment.
The final step consisted of mounting the counter electrode. Several options
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for a cathode counter electrode existed, but a lithium foil of high purity was cho-
sen to keep the cells as simple as possible. Unfortunately, this meant that direct
handling of the dangerous metal was not avoidable, which made additional safety
measures necessary. The lithium foil was obtained from Alfa Aesar (Lithium foil,
0.75 mm (0.03 in) thick x 19 mm (0.75 in) wide, 99.9% (metal basis)). Once all three
components were stacked in the test cell (similar to what can be seen in Figure 4.3),
the second plunger was inserted to seal the cell. It was now possible to remove the
completed cell from the glove-box and subject it to testing.
4.1.5 First Tests Using the Swagelok Cells
The first tests conducted on the cells were simple charge-discharge cycling runs.
As discussed in the literature, limits for the cell potential were chosen based on
information from comparable materials (such as the case of Nano-Flowers in [Liu
et al. [2010a]]).
The tests themselves were run using a constant current power source. The
current was set at a density Iρ of 200 mA per gram of active electrode material
(Mactive), and so the actually applied current was [Liu et al. [2010a]]:
Iactual = Iρ ∗Mactive (4.6)
As the power source was not equipped with a timer, it was necessary to
permanently keep track of time and cell voltage manually, which added a certain
element of uncertainty to the experiments. However, the experiments still served
as valuable proofs-of-concept. Calibration of the set-up was undertaken using a
commercially available LIB of the AA format.
The active electrode weighed 56 mg after subtracting the weight of the cop-
per foil, giving a total weight of 39.2 mg for the present active material in the cell,
Mactive. Using Equation (4.6), the applied current, Iactual, was 7.84 mA. The undis-
turbed potential of the cell was measured to be 3.39 V. The cell was then discharged
until its potential reached 0.85 V. The results are presented in Figure 4.5:
An analysis showed that the cell provided a capacity of 129.92 mAh/g in the
cell potential range of 3.39 V to 0.85 V vs Li/Li+, roughly 20% of its theoretical
maximum value. While this value was by no means comparable to higher values
obtained by other research groups for their morphologies of SnS2 (see Chapter 1),
it still proved that the cell had the potential to store lithium ions.
Throughout the next several experiments, a series of severe shortcomings
were discovered with this Swagelok cell design. During cell assembly, the electrically
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Figure 4.5: A discharge curve of one of the first test cells built. An accurate collection
was difficult, but the cell provided sufficient proof-of-principle to continue this line
of research.
insulating Teflon gained an electrostatic charge that made the electrode mounting
process very difficult to complete, as the electrodes were deflected violently. Ad-
ditionally, it developed a charge leak over time, which caused a significant trickle
current and led to self-discharge. Because of these shortcomings, it was decided to
move to a more reliable cell system.
4.1.6 Coin Cells
The coin cell system was a big improvement in terms of the handling of the test cells.
Cells were manufactured using the same procedure as before, with slightly bigger
electrode diameters made possible through larger cell casings. Each cell therefore
now primarily consisted of an anode, a cathode, a separator and an electrolyte, as
well as a stainless steel top and bottom half of a CR2016 coin cell (see Figure 4.6).
The code ‘2016’ corresponded to the actual dimensions of the cell, the first two digits
representing the diameter in mm and the last two representing the height of the cell
in mm/10. Each cell could be equipped with additional stainless steel spacers in
case the height of the electrode stack was not sufficient to fill the case.
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Figure 4.6: A schematic breakdown of all possible components of a standard CR2032
coin cell, which replaced the Swagelok cell design first used. Due to the thinness of the
electrodes, it was later found that CR2016 cells were better suited, which are identical
to their CR2032 counterparts, but are of half height. From [MTI Corporation [2013]]
After cell assembly in a glove-box, the casing was closed and crimped shut
using a hydraulic crimping press. The cell was then ready to be removed and tested
electrochemically.
4.2 Cyclic Voltammetry (CV)
Cyclic voltammetry was performed on standard CR2016 coin cells consisting of an
electrode containing 3 to 12 mg of active material. The counter electrode was made
from lithium metal foil and the electrolyte was a 1M LiPF6 solution in an ethylene
carbonate - diethyl carbonate mixture (1:1 w/w). Both working and counter elec-
trodes were circular with a diameter of 9 mm, covered by a large sheet of Celgard
2400 separator. The limits of the cell potential during the tests were set at 0.1 V
and 2.5 V vs Li/Li+, based on similar work done on SnS2 by Liu et al. [2010a].
The voltage was ramped between both limits at a steady rate of 1000 mV/s,
as can be seen in Figure 4.7.
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Figure 4.7: The cell potential as it was ramped over 6 full cycles.
The response current was measured as the potential was ramped between
the two voltage limits and is shown in Figure 4.8 as a function of time:
Figure 4.8: The measured response current as a function of time over the same 6
cycles as shown in Figure 4.7.
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For the test, the total number of cycles was set at 50. A collected voltammo-
gram is shown in Figure 4.9. The cells showed good stability over the entirety of the
measurement cycles. The response current was slightly lost among the higher cell
potentials, but in the lower range between 0.1 V to 1.4 V, the cells quickly settled
on a stable response current. To compare cycle loops in more detail, Figure 4.10
shows only the first and 50th cycle.
Figure 4.9: The cells were cycled 50 times and the measured CV loops showed good
stability. Especially at lower potentials the cells gave a very stable current response.
The cycle numbers are indicated in the figure. The 0th cycle is always different from
the others, which is due to cell activation symptoms.
The first half-cycle, denoted within this project as the 0th cycle, is commonly
different from successive cycles. This is due to the cell coming into operation for the
first time, called cell activation. During cell activation a number of factors come into
play that affect the measurements taken during this cycle, most notably irreversible
reactions that consume charge carriers, such as the creation of a Li2S buffer matrix
in the case of SnS2, or the creation of the Solid-Electrolyte Interphase, which is due
to the chemical reduction of the electrolyte carrier solvent.
It should be noted that none of the cycles shown in Figure 4.9 showed any
discernible peaks corresponding to specific reactions within the cells. This may have
been due to the high speed at which the potential was ramped. This may not have
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Figure 4.10: A comparison between the first and last cycle of a test run. While
current responses stayed very stable at lower potentials, higher potentials saw a small
drop in the induced current. The cycle numbers are indicated in the figure.
given the cell any time to respond. To investigate this issue, it was decided to collect
additional cyclic voltammograms using a voltage ramp of 0.5 mV/s. Cycles obtained
this way are shown in Figure 4.11:
By switching to a lower potential ramp speed, it was possible to resolve
several peaks that had previously been suppressed. The cathodic peak at around
1.1 V had been reported to correspond to the creation of metallic tin and lithium
sulfide [Liu et al. [2010a]]. The neighbouring peaks, however, had not yet been
reported and could have possibly corresponded to different stochiometries of Li2S.
There were several additional, temporary smaller peaks in the first anodic scan, such
as the ones at around 1.15 V, 1.4 V and 1.9 V, which also hadn’t been reported on
and have not yet been attributed to a type of cell reaction. Each one of these peaks
corresponds to different intra-cell reactions, but similar to the results obtained by
Liu et al. [2010a], it was not possible to associate a particular peak to a particular cell
reaction. Possible reactions include lithium intercalation in the carbon conduction
enhancer or into materials making up the solid electrolyte interphase (SEI). Peaks
stemming from the reduction of the electrolyte to form the SEI can be disregarded,
as these should only be present in the first and possibly second cycle. After the
first scan, two more stable anodic peaks appeared at around 1.3 V and 1.65 V.
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Figure 4.11: By subjecting cells (identical in construction to the ones used for the
experiment shown in Figure 4.9) to a lower voltage gradient, several peaks appeared
in both the cathodic and anodic scans. The cycle numbers are indicated in the figure.
Again, the 0th cycle is different due to cell activation.
Most notably, the peaks usually associated [Liu et al. [2010a]] with red-ox reactions
leading to lithium intercalation at 0.1 V (cathodic) and 0.6 V (anodic) were not
visible.
4.3 Galvanostatic Cycling (GC)
Cells were prepared the same way as for CV described above. Before inserting the
active electrodes into the test cells, they were weighed to determine the mass of
active SnS2 material contained within the electrodes. These values were used to
determine the level of the charge/discharge current. 300 mAh/g was used as Iρ in
Equation (4.6) to determine the applied current.
Figure 4.12 shows the result of a 5-cycle charge-discharge experiment per-
formed on a test coin cell. The amount of active material was weighed and deter-
mined to be 1.96 mg, so a current of 0.6 mA was used (see Equation (4.6)). By
integrating the current over the time of a charge or discharge step, and thus via cal-
culating the area of the trapezoids beneath each data point, the total capacity was
calculated. In the case presented in Figure 4.12, the first cycle showed a capacity of
90.6 mAh/g, while subsequent cycles showed values in the range of 30 to 35 mAh/g.
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Figure 4.12: Results of a galvanostatic cycling experiment performed on a test coin
cell. The cut-off voltages were chosen to be 1 V and 2 V. Noteworthy was that the
first cycle (after setting the cell to 2 V) was considerably longer than the ones follow-
ing, which accounted for the additional charge transfer (possibly due to irreversible
reactions within the cell/cell activation).
Further experiments were conducted, in particular in regard to operating
within a larger potential range. A second set of curves is shown in Figure 4.13. The
mass of the active material was measured to be 2.01 mg, allowing for a current level
of 0.6 mA to be used, as in the previous experiment shown in Figure 4.12.
By integrating the current over time as above, it was possible to show that
the cell had a capacity of 82.6 mAh/g during the first cycle, which is close to the
previously calculated value. Subsequent cycles had a significantly reduced capacity
in the range of 15 to 20 mAh/g. Unfortunately, a fairly large degree in variation was
also observed in subsequent test series and while it was possible to exclude causes
such as the cell manufacturing method, it was not possible despite considerable
efforts taken to determine the exact cause for these variations.
An attempt was made to open the cycled cells using a disassembly die. How-
ever, due to the presence of the liquid electrolyte, the electrodes were very soft and
proved to be very difficult to remove from the case and the separator. When drying
the cell assemblies to remove the organic carrier solvent, a layer of the lithium salt
lithium hexafluorophosphate remained on the electrode surface and could not be
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Figure 4.13: As seen in Figure 4.12 above, the applied current was set to 0.6 mA.
Just like previously observed, the first cycle lasted significantly longer compared to
the following cycles and thus consumed a greater charge.
washed off without damaging the underlying electrodes. Therefore, direct imaging
was only possible before the tests, as had been done in Figure 4.2. Advanced equip-
ment to observe the development of the solid-electrolyte interphase and alterations
of the surface topology during cycling has recently been developed, but was not
available during the course of this investigation.
This concluded the work done on the SnS2 system. In the next part of the
work, the second system, the hybrid lithium niobate nano-particles, is investigated.
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Chapter 5
Lithium Niobates as Lithium
Ion Battery Electrodes
5.1 Material Synthesis
The synthesis of the desired material involved two major steps. First, a lithium
niobate precursor had to be produced. Second, the precursor material had to be
subjected to sulfidisation in order to create thin outer layers of niobium sulfide on
the powder grains of the material.
5.1.1 Synthesis of the Lithium Niobate Precursor
The main objective in creating the lithium niobate precursor was to obtain a material
of sufficiently small particle sizes, which could then be sulfidised and successfully
tested in a lithium ion battery prototype. The particle size was of importance,
because the smaller the particle size, the easier and faster the sulfidisation of the
material grains would take place due to the increased total surface area compared
to the weight of the material. Sufficiently small particle sizes also required the use
of electron microscopy for the physical characterisation of the nano-particles. In
the electrochemical testing phase, small particle sizes is also helpful (as in the case
of SnS2) in alleviating the problems caused by the volume expansion/contraction
of the particles due to the uptake/discharge of lithium ions during battery cycling,
thus contributing to a prolonged battery lifetime.
In order to ensure small and homogeneous particle sizes on a nano-scale, a
hydrothermal approach was chosen, as the well-controlled precipitation from a liquid
phase seemed best suited for achieving this aim. For the synthesis of the lithium
niobate powder, commercially available niobium pentoxide powder (Sigma Aldrich,
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Niobium(V) oxide, 99.99% trace metals basis), water and lithium hydroxide (Sigma
Aldrich, Lithium hydroxide, reagent grade, 98%) grains were mixed. The reactions
leading to the synthesis of lithium niobate took place according to the following
reaction pathways [Magrez et al. [2006]]:
3Nb2O5 + 8OH
− → Nb6O8−19 + 4H2O (5.1)
Nb6O
8−
19 + 34OH
− → 6NbO7−6 + 17H2O (5.2)
NbO7−6 + Li
+ + 3H2O → LiNbO3 + 6OH− (5.3)
This reaction scheme allowed for the calculation of the required amounts of
material, while care had to be taken to consider the requirements of each separate
reaction step. However, as was pointed out by Magrez et al. [2006] in the case of
potassium niobates, variations in stochiometries could have an effect on the overall
morphology of the synthesised product. Therefore, morphological characterisations
of the products were carried out after each synthesis.
After an initial trial and error optimisation phase, the production of the
lithium niobate needed was chosen to be based on the following procedure: dissolu-
tion of 500 mg of lithium hydroxide in 40 ml of distilled water, followed by stirring for
4 hours. 500 mg of niobium pentoxide was then added and the mixture was stirred
for another hour before being filled into a Teflon-lined autoclave (see Figure 5.1).
The autoclave was sealed and heated to 160◦C for a time period ranging from 24
to 120 hours (various times were tested to determine the right dwell time for the
formation of lithium niobate). After this heating period, the autoclave was allowed
to return to room temperature naturally and the contents were washed with ethanol
and distilled water. The white precipitate was collected using vacuum filtration and
dried at 40◦C overnight.
For control purposes and with the goal of having an independent source of
well-characterised lithium niobate, commercially available lithium niobate (Sigma
Aldrich, Lithium niobate, 99.9% trace metal basis) was used as a second route
to obtain a precursor. Upon receipt, it was realised that the particle size of the
commercially available material was not sufficiently small. It consisted of small
crystals similar in size to caster sugar, with particle sizes in the order of magnitude
of 1 mm, whilst the project required particle sizes in the range of tens of nanometres.
Both hand grinding (using an agate mortar and pestle) and automated grinding
(using a ball mill such as shown in Figure 5.2) were tested as possible routes to
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Figure 5.1: A photo taken of the Teflon-lined autoclave used for the hydrothermal
synthesis of lithium niobate nano-particles. The total internal volume was 50 ml.
reduce particle sizes. Both methods produced similar particle size, but as the ball
mill was found to produce negligible amounts of contamination in the powder with
a greater homogeneity in particle sizes, only this alternative to reduce the size of
the commercial powder grains for the remainder of the project was employed. Hand
grinding was excluded due to the greater spread in particle size obtained using this
route.
Both routes, synthesised and bought lithium niobate, delivered suitable and
comparably fine white powders, which then were both used for the subsequent sul-
fidisation step.
5.1.2 Sulfidisation of the Lithium Niobate Precursor
For the sulfidisation of the lithium niobate, a simple short-time exposure to dihy-
drogen sulfide gas at elevated temperatures in the range of 700 to 800◦C was chosen.
Due to the small amounts necessary and the dangerous and corrosive nature of di-
hydrogen sulfide, it was decided to produce the required quantities of gas in-house.
The production of dihydrogen sulfide was set up by making use of the follow-
ing reaction between iron sulfide and concentrated hydrochloric acid [Heinen and
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Figure 5.2: In order to lower the average particle size of commercially available
lithium niobate, a ball mill system was used. The ball mill consisted of a ceramic
container and ceramic grinding balls. From [German [1984]]
Lauwers [1996]]:
FeS + 2HCl→ FeCl2 +H2S (5.4)
The apparatus used to house the reaction and collect the produced gas was
a Kipp’s Apparatus as illustrated in Figure 2.20. The reaction and collection took
place in the middle chamber, while the reaction was controlled by the gas pressure
in this chamber. When the middle valve was turned, H2S was released into the
connected section of the experimental set-up.
The gas flow was controlled via a turn valve and a glycerin-filled Dreschel
bubbler, which allowed the monitoring of the flow rate. The gas was then introduced
into a quartz glass tube, containing an alumina boat filled with the lithium niobate
precursor material, inside a tube furnace. After the gas had passed over the precursor
sample, it was pumped through a series of Dreschel bubblers filled with bleach
and potassium permanganate, as can be seen in Figure 5.3. The reactions of any
residual H2S with both substances ensured that no toxic gas was released into the
environment [Day [2003]]:
H2S + 4ClO
− → HSO−4 +H+ + 4Cl− (5.5)
Equation (5.5) described the reaction of hydrogen sulfide with bleach. The
reaction of H2S with potassium permanganate was a bit more complex and could
have taken two different routes, depending on the acidity of the environment [Ed-
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wards et al. [2002]]:
3H2S + 2KMnO4 → 3S + 2H2O + 2KOH + 2MnO2 (5.6)
3H2S + 8KMnO4 → 3K2SO4 + 8MnO2 + 2KOH + 2H2O (5.7)
Equation (5.6) corresponded to the reaction in an acidic environment, while
Equation (5.7) described the same process in an alkaline solution. As a result, any
remaining H2S gas leaving the furnace was neutralised.
Figure 5.3: The schematic breakdown of the sulfidisation rig. The Kipp’s apparatus
generated H2S and fed it to the furnace, where it passed over the sample before it
was neutralised on its journey through the three scrubber bottles. Adapted using:
[AT-MAR Glass Inc. [2014]; Moore and Wang [2006]]
During a typical sulfidisation run, the sample was inserted into the furnace
and all valves were sealed. For 10 minutes, the entire system was purged with
nitrogen gas to ensure that no oxygen or other contaminating gases were present
during the heating phase. The furnace was then ramped to 800◦C while the nitrogen
was still being pumped through the system. Once the target temperature was
reached and held stable, the nitrogen was turned off and the valve to the Kipp’s
Apparatus opened. Bubble size and frequency in the glycerine control bubbler
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were registered and converted into a flow rate. The flow rates varied slightly from
experiment to experiment, but stayed in the range from 20 to 30 ml/min. The flow of
H2S was maintained for a pre-determined period of time (from 15 minutes to 3 hours)
and then exchanged for nitrogen gas again as the furnace was shut down. Once the
sample had reached room temperature naturally, it was collected and readied for
characterisation. A full schematic of the process is depicted in Figure 5.3.
5.2 Morphological Characterisation
5.2.1 Characterisation of Lithium Niobate Precursor
Both the characteristics of the lithium niobate precursor material obtained via the
hydrothermal synthesis as described in Section 5.1.1 and the purchased, ball-milled
powder needed to be examined before progressing further to the sulfidisation stage.
For each precursor batch used, a brief examination of the average particle
size was carried out to ensure that respective powder grains were sufficiently small.
Sample images for synthesised and purchased powders respectively were taken and
are shown in Figure 5.4 and Figure 5.5.
Figure 5.4: A transmission electron microscope image showing a typical distribution
of synthesised LiNbO3 particles. The particles were observed to have diameters
ranging from as small as 50 nm to 700 nm. Noteworthy was the spherical shape of
the particles.
Results obtained showed that synthesised lithium niobate particles were in
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the size range of 50 nm to 700 nm, while the ball milled purchase particles reached
diameters of 200 nm to 3 microns. The analysis under the TEM were carried out
at 80keV.
Figure 5.5: A transmission electron microscope image of a typical cluster of bought
and ball-milled lithium niobate particles. Unlike their synthesised counterparts as
seen in Figure 5.4, these particles could reach several micrometres in diameter and
had jagged edges.
Monte Carlo simulations using 200 electrons and accelerating voltages of 10
- 20 keV were performed to ensure EDX could be performed. The results can be
seen in Figure 5.6.
The purchased material was briefly investigated using quantitative EDX and
it showed a ratio of 1:3 for Nb:O as would be expected of a pure sample. When the
same experiment was conducted using the synthesised lithium niobate, some varia-
tions in the stochiometry arose. Some synthesised samples proved to have a good
ratio of 1:3 for Nb:O, such as seen in Figure 5.7. However, in some cases the ratio
went up to 1:4, for example as seen in Figure 5.8, which suggested contamination of
the sample with other niobium oxides.
An elemental map was collected to determine the locations of the main el-
ements present in the sample. An area was chosen at the border of a bigger pile
of particles so that signals both from the bulk and from dispersed particles could
be collected at the same time. The maps are shown in Figure 5.9. They show the
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secondary electron image of the area of interest, as well as maps for aluminium,
niobium and oxygen. As expected, niobium and oxygen were fairly well-confined to
the particles, while aluminium was only visible where the bare substrate was visible.
Noteworthy was that this meant that any additional oxygen in the collected spectra
couldn’t result from aluminium oxides. The additional oxygen could therefore only
come from a combination with any of the other elements present in the spectrum.
This made the presence of other niobium oxides very likely.
Figure 5.6: Monte Carlo simulations for LiNbO3 using 200 electrons accelerated
at 10 keV (A) and 20 keV (B). Blue trajectories correspond to electrons that are
eventually absorbed into the material, while red trajectories correspond to electrons
leaving the sample again.
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Figure 5.7: An EDX spectrum collected for the synthesised lithium niobate samples
together with the raw data provided from the experiment. The ratio between niobium
and oxygen was roughly 23:77, which was close to the expected value of 1:3. This
suggested the desired sample composition for lithium niobate.
In order to shed further light on the composition of the synthesised samples,
XRD spectra were collected both for the pure, commercial lithium niobate powder
and the synthesised material. The spectrum for the material obtained from Sigma
Aldrich showed clean and clear peaks that corresponded to what was expected for
lithium niobate and is shown in Figure 5.10. In comparison to this, the spectrum ob-
tained for the hydrothermally synthesised material was noisy and contained a great
number of additional peaks, as shown in Figure 5.11. While it wasn’t possible to
rule out that there was at least a minor presence of lithium niobate in the sample, it
became clear that the synthesis method needed to be adjusted. However, even after
several attempts to change the parameters of the synthesis, no visible improvement
could be noted.
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Figure 5.8: A spectrum collected from the same sample as in Figure 5.7 together
with a printout of the raw quantification data, but from a different area. In this
area, the ratio between Nb:O was roughly 19:81 and so close to 1:4. This suggested
the presence of other niobium oxides in the sample. The strong, unlabelled peak was
Silicon, which was not used in the calculations.
It was still decided to attempt to sulfidise both types of samples, even though
the synthesised material contained a variety of additional, different niobium oxides.
5.2.2 Characterisation of Sulfidised Lithium Niobate
Sulfidised Synthesised Lithium Niobate
Synthesised lithium niobate powder was subjected to dihydrogen sulfide at 800 ◦C for
a duration of variable length. Initial runs were set to last 15 minutes, but subsequent
TEM analysis showed no build up of sulfidised layers on the particle surface. By
increasing the dwell time to 1 hour as well as raising the furnace temperature to
825 ◦C, it was possible to observe the growth of several layers of material around
the sample (see Figure 5.12):
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Figure 5.9: An elemental map was collected to determine the confinement of elements
to certain areas of the sample. The four images corresponded to: (A) Secondary elec-
tron image; (B) Aluminium locations; (C) Niobium locations; (D) Oxygen locations.
SEM was carried out at 20keV.
The TEM image in Figure 5.12 also demonstrates that the overall particle
morphology was not impacted severely by the sulfidisation process and that the
built-up layers formed a roughly homogeneous skin around the particles. The par-
ticles did not change their overall morphology from their unsulphidised state. They
were roughly spherical with diameters ranging from 50 nm to about 500 nm. TEM
analysis was undertaken at 80 keV.
Unfortunately, sufficient time was not available to further optimise the sul-
fidisation parameters with a view to initiate more pronounced sulfide layer growth
on the synthesised lithium niobate powder.
5.3 Electrochemical Analysis
Even though time for the research project was running out, an attempt at an elec-
trochemical analysis of sulfidised lithium niobate was still made. For this purpose,
material obtained via sulfidising the commercially available lithium niobate was used
in a set-up similar to the work done on SnS2.
The powdered material was carefully washed and dried to ensure that no
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Figure 5.10: An XRD spectrum collected from the commercial lithium niobate sam-
ple, which was obtained from Sigma Aldrich.
contamination from atmospheric water was present. This was done by first drying
it under vacuum at 40◦C for 4 hours and then transferring it to an argon-filled glove
box, where it was left to continue drying at room temperature overnight. The final
powder was weighed and mixed with polyvinylidene fluoride and carbon black in
the ratio of 70:15:15 (Active material : Carbon Black : PVDF). The mixing phase
occurred in an agate mortar and produced a coarse dark-grey powder. Special care
was taken not to apply too much force during the mixing, as it was feared that this
could shear the thin sulfidised layers off the surface of the sulfidised lithium niobate
particles.
N-methyl-pyrrolidinone was added in small drops to the mixed powder until
a smooth slurry was created. The slurry was cast onto a copper current collector
foil and left to dry under vacuum at 40◦C overnight.
At this stage, the first major problems became apparent in the form of severe
cracking. During the drying process, the electrodes went through a phase of strong
contraction, which was believed to be the cause of the cracking. By thinning out the
electrode slurry with more N-methyl-pyrrolidinone, it was observed that the cracks
became smaller in size. Furthermore, by physically spreading the electrode slurry
over a bigger surface, a further improvement could be registered. A strong reaction
with the copper substrate was not observed.
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Figure 5.11: An XRD spectrum collected from one of the in-house synthesised lithium
niobate samples.
It was possible to obtain a few good electrode foils this way, which were then
cut into a set of circular disks with diameter 18 mm. The weight of each electrode
was determined via weighing the disk and then subtracting the weight of a copper
disk of the same dimensions as the electrode. Typical amounts of active material
were in the range of 2 to 3 mg per electrode.
However, it should be noted that even these improved electrodes were still
suffering from small fractures and showed signs of feeble connection to the copper
current collector.
Typical CR2016 coin cells were used in the electrochemcial testing. The
electrodes were combined with a porous polypropylene separator supplied by Cell-
gard and a lithium metal counter electrode. The battery assembly took place in an
argon-filled glove-box for safety and contamination reasons. The electrolyte was a
1M mixture of lithium hexafluorophosphate in an ethylene carbonate and diethyl
carbonate carrier solution. Ethylene carbonate and diethyl carbonate were present
in a ratio of 1:1 w/w. The cells were assembled, crimped at 800 psi and then taken
out of the glove-box.
Electrochemical testing was performed on a potentiostat supplied by MTI.
However, it was not possible to collect clean data from the cells due to the early onset
of cell failures. It is believed that the main cause for cell failure was the observed
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Figure 5.12: A transmission electron microscopy image showing the build-up of sev-
eral surface layers around the outside of a synthesised lithium niobate nano-particle.
A weak sulfide signal could be detected with EDX, but it was drowned out by the
strong signal from the core of the particle.
cracking, which may have caused loose contacts and variable electrode sizes.
At this point in time the experimental work was concluded due to the nearing
end of the research period of the project. The last part of the work was to summarise
and to evaluate the outcome of the whole work undertaken during the project.
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Chapter 6
Conclusions
6.1 Summary of Work Done
During the course of this project it was possible to gain several valuable insights. A
short summary of these will be given here.
Chapter 3 provides an introduction to the work on novel morphologies of
SnS2 nano-particles. It was possible to grow several different morphologies using
a hydrothermal route: Nano-flowers, nano-platelets, flower-type nano-sheets and
nano-worms. The former three had already been discovered, characterised and de-
scribed in the literature (see Chapter 2 for the respective references). Nano-worms,
however, had not yet been described in literature, and it was possible to synthe-
sise two different types of worms. A facile route to their synthesis using low-cost
reagents was developed and it was demonstrated that they can be grown over a
large range of synthesis parameters, including at room temperature. Advanced elec-
tron microscopy and x-ray techniques were used to characterise the composition and
topology of these nano-worms and determined their average dimensions. A success-
ful growth study was able to provide a rational theory of the growth mechanism
behind the synthesis of these nano-worms. The ratio between surface area and vol-
ume was investigated successfully by the development of a computational simulation
of their topology. The work has provided a good understanding of the nano-worm
morphology and a solid basis for future work to expand existing knowledge in the
field.
In Chapter 4, the synthesised SnS2 nano-worms were used to investigate their
lithium ion storage properties. For this, two different designs of SnS2 prototype
test cells were produced. It was possible to perform proof-of-concept experiments
confirming the possibility of lithium intercalation in SnS2 nano-worms. Further,
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it was possible to demonstrate good cell stability during cyclic voltammetry and
several previously unknown peaks in these cyclic voltammograms were discovered.
Galvanostatic cycling revealed cell capacities below what had been reported for other
SnS2 morphologies, but strong variations in test results indicated that under certain
conditions the precise cell capacity could be significantly higher.
In Chapter 5, lithium niobate nano-powder and its sulfidisation were inves-
tigated. An attempt was made to synthesise lithium niobate nano-particles via
a hydrothermal approach. While lithium niobate was not purely produced, hard
nano-spheres of niobium oxide were synthesised, which may be of interest to other
researchers. The research was continued using commercially available lithium nio-
bate and it was possible to produce good initial sulfidisation results by tuning the
parameters of the designed sulfidisation apparatus. This resulted in the growth
of several layers of material around the nano-particles, thus creating the desired
lithium niobate hybrid. Unfortunately, time ran out before large-scale sulfidisation
was possible, but it was still possible to lay the groundwork for both this and the
subsequent testing of the material in lithium ion test cells.
6.2 Suggestions for Future Work
As SnS2 is a material with several interesting properties, a range of potential future
projects could be pursued. First of all, a continued investigation of the lithium ion
storage properties of SnS2 could result in the development of very potent lithium
ion anodes and thus batteries.
SnS2 has also been under investigation in terms of its gas sensing properties
[Shi et al. [2006b]], and several prototype gas sensors based on it have already been
produced and tested. The nano-worm morphology could be particularly suited to
this application because of its large surface area. Additionally, due to their well-
defined cylindrical shapes, SnS2 nano-worms may also prove to be easier to integrate
into the necessary gas sensing circuits.
Finally, large surface areas are of interest in catalytic chemistry. It may be
possible to develop SnS2 nano-worm catalysts to boost reaction rates for specific
types of reactions. A good start for this may be to continue the investigation into
the interaction of SnS2 with nitrogen, which has led to the interesting results during
the BET measurements.
A particularly interesting field of future work could be to elucidate the mech-
anisms which led to nano-worm growth first along their axes, and then later per-
pendicular to them. This could lead to reinforced nano-worm structures and thus
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broaden their field of application.
The work on sulfidised lithium niobate is still in its early stages. A primary
topic of future work would be to continue to investigate the sulfidisation of nano-
particles and to further examine their suitability as lithium ion battery electrode
materials.
Sulfidised lithium niobate may also prove to be a good lubricant in a similar
fashion to tungsten sulfide (WS2), as the outer layers of the structure seem to be
easily rolled off due to their weak adhesion based on Van-der-Waals-forces.
As lithium niobate is commonly used for its optical properties, it may prove
useful to investigate what impact a handful of layers of sulfidised material could
have on these properties.
6.3 Impact on Society
As already highlighted in Chapter 1, the world is currently going through a phase
where strongly growing energy demand, growing concerns about meeting this de-
mand and concerns about the environment all affect modern energy policy. It has
therefore become more important than ever to find efficient ways of storing and dis-
tributing energy. The predominant energy carriers of the last century, fossil fuels,
are slowly being replaced with greener versions relying on electrical energy. This
work has made an impact in the field of lithium ion storage, which is a significant
technology in today’s energy storage field. The work may in future be used to con-
struct better, more stable lithium ion batteries, which could have a positive global
impact. Furthermore, as laid out in the section on future work above, this work
may provide the foundation of research branching out from the original goal of this
project.
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Glossary
2D Two Dimensional.
3D Three Dimensional.
ADF Annular Dark Field.
ADF ET Annular Dark Field Electron Tomography.
BET Brunauer-Emmett-Teller method.
BF Bright Field.
CCD Charge-Coupled Device.
CV Cyclic Voltammetry.
DEC Diethyl Carbonate.
DF Dark Field.
EC Ethylene Carbonate.
EDAX Energy-Dispersive X-Ray Spectroscopy.
EDS Energy-Dispersive X-Ray Spectroscopy.
EDX Energy-Dispersive X-Ray Spectroscopy.
EDXS Energy-Dispersive X-Ray Spectroscopy.
EELS Electron Energy-Loss Spectroscopy.
EIS Electrochemical Impedance Spectroscopy.
FEG Field Emission Gun.
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GC Galvanostatic Cycling.
Ge(Li) Lithium-Doped Germanium Crystal.
HAADF High-Angle Annular Dark Field.
HRTEM High Resolution Transmission Electron Microscopy.
JCPDS Joint Committee on Powder Diffraction Standards.
LCO Lithium Cobalt Oxide.
LIB Lithium Ion Battery.
LIP Lithium Iron Phosphate.
LiTFSI Lithium (trifluormethylsulfone)-imide.
LMNCO Lithium Nickel Manganese Cobalt Oxide.
LMO Lithium Manganese Oxide.
LNCA Lithium Nickel Cobalt Aluminium.
LTO Lithium Titanate Oxide.
LVP Lithium Vanadium Phosphate.
NA Numerical Aperture.
NMP N-Methyl Pyrrolidinone.
PVDF Poly Vinylidene Fluoride.
SDD Silicon Drift Detector.
SEI Solid-Electrolyte Interphase.
SEM Scanning Electron Microscope.
Si(Li) Lithium-Doped Silicon Crystal.
SSD Solid State Detector.
STEM Scanning Transmission Electron Microscope.
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TEM Transmission Electron Microscope.
UN United Nations.
WURC Warwick University Rifle Club.
WWII World War 2.
XRD X-ray Powder Diffraction.
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